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Pääkirjoitus
_____________________________
Veden keskeinen merkitys yhteiskunnassa ja yhdyskunnissa

Veden tärkeimmät käyttömuodot ja prioriteetit
”Vesi vanhin voitehista” toteaa suomalainen sananlasku ja muistuttaa samalla veden merkityksestä yhteiskunnassa ja yhdyskunnissa. Historiallisesti kaupungit ovat syntyneet vesistöjen varrelle erityisesti liikenneyhteyksien perusteella. Järjestetty vedenhankinta ja viemäröinti tai sanitaatio jossain muodossa eli vesihuolto kokonaisuudessaan on ollut ja on yksi perusedellytys kaupunkien ja taajamien synnylle ja kehitykselle. Jos vettä ei ole lähellä riittävästi saatavilla tai lähellä olevan veden laatu on ollut huono, sitä on täytynyt
tuoda kauempaa kuten esimerkiksi Kaliforniassa, parhaillaan ollaan tuomassa Turkuun ja suunnittelemassa
sen tuontia Pekingin seudulle.

Vettä käytetään moneen tarkoitukseen. Tekemiemme tutkimusten mukaan kymmenessä eri maassa tai osavaltiossa eri puolilla maailmaa yhdeksässä vedenkäyttömuotojen tärkeysjärjestys on seuraava: (i) yhdyskuntien vedenhankinta (ii) luonnonsuojelu (iii) vesivoima (iv) teollisuuden vedenhankinta (v) kastelu (vi) tulvasuojelu, maankuivatus (vii) kalastus, kalankasvatus (viii) vesistöt jätevesien vastaanottajina (ix) virkistyskäyttö ja (x) vesiliikenne. Painotukset vaihtelevat alueittain. Silti erot eri maiden välillä olivat yllättävän
pieniä, vaikka vettä käytetään määrällisesti hyvin vaihtelevia määriä ja erilaisiin käyttötarkoituksiin. Esimerkiksi Coloradossa vedestä kuluu noin 80 prosenttia kasteluun, kun Suomessa sen osuus on hyvin pieni. Vaikka yhdyskuntien käyttämän makean veden osuus kokonaisuudesta alle 10 prosenttia, on se käyttömuodoista
kiistatta tärkein. Tämä on noteerattu myös monien maiden vesilainsäädännössä, jossa yhdyskuntien tarve on
etusijalla.

Vesiensuojelu vaatii yhteiskunnallisia päätöksiä
Määrän ja prioriteettien ohella kolmas keskeinen elementti on veden laatu. Monissa maissa on vettä sinänsä
saatavilla riittävästi. Usein se on kuitenkin huonolaatuista tai pilattua. Suomessa havaitsi ns. selluloosakomitea jo vuonna 1908 vesistöjen pilaantumista mm. metsäteollisuuden toimesta. ”Pahalta ja rahalta se haisi”,
todettiin usein puheissa ja ralleissa. Kesti kuitenkin noin 80 vuotta ennen kuin metsäteollisuus otti käyttöön
nykyaikaisen teknologian puhdistaakseen jätevesiänsä. Tämä tapahtui sen jälkeen, kun 120 km pitkä Päijännetunneli oli valmistunut ja sieltä tuli raakavesi pääkaupunkiseudun runsaalle miljoonalle asukkaalle. Tuli
todellinen tarve suojella Päijännettä. Vesiensuojelun toteutus siis vaatii riittävästi yhteiskunnallista painetta
ja poliittista tahtoa.
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Monissa maissa vesiensuojelussa on vielä paljon tehtävää ja Suomessakin mm. haja-kuormituksen osalta.
Milanossa, joka on eräs Euroopan rikkaimpia teollisuuskeskuksia, ryhdyttiin puhdistamaan jätevesiä modernilla tavalla syksyllä 2004. Kyse ei siis ollut rahasta tai maksukyvystä vaan poliittisesta tahdosta. Euroopan
Unionin pääkaupungin Brysselin jätevesistä vuonna 2006 puhdistettiin vain neljännes ja vuotta myöhemmin
kolme neljäsosaa. Liekö kattavuus sataa prosenttia vieläkään? Kaupungin pohjoisen puhdistamon toteutus ja
rahoitus on aiheuttanut kiistaa ja välillä jätevesiä on johdettu puhdistamattomana Pohjanmereen.

Lähialueemme ympäristöyhteistyössä jätevesien puhdistus on ollut ja on keskeisellä sijalla. Pietarin jätevedet
saataneen kaikki käsittelyyn neljän...viiden vuoden kuluessa. Vesiensuojelun ja sen tarpeen mieltäminen ja
erityisesti ravinteiden poisto vaatii yhteiskunnallista kypsymistä, mutta on mahdollista, jos niin halutaan.
Monessa kehittyvässä maassa vesiensuojelu on kuitenkin vasta aivan alussa. Noin 2.5 miljardilta maailmankylän asukkaalta puuttuu perussanitaatio ja noin 1.5 miljardilta turvallinen juomavesi. Osin sanitaatio voitaisiin hoitaa kuivakäymälöiden tai vastaavien avulla. On kuitenkin suuri haaste edistää ajatusta maissa, jossa
sanitaatio on kulttuurillinen tabu.

Maabrändityöryhmä suositti, että meidän tulisi saada kaikki vesistömme juomakelpoiseksi. Symbolisesti
asiaa voidaan ehkä näin ajatellakin. Todellisuudessa tuollainen tilanne olisi lähes katastrofi, koska silloin
olisivat vesistöistämme hävinneet pääosin kalat ja linnut. Mahdollisimman luonnontilaiset ja ulkoiselta
kuormituksella suojellut vesistöt tulisivat sen sijaan olla tavoite.

Millainen hyödyke ja resurssi vesi on?
Kansainvälisesti käydään keskustelua siitä, onko vesi julkinen vai yksityinen hyödyke. Debatti on ymmärrettävää vesihuollon ja vesihuoltopalveluiden privatisoinnin ja niistä saatujen pääosin kielteisten kokemusten
vuoksi erityisesti Latinalaisessa Amerikassa mutta myös muualla. Kiistely tässä muodossa on osin tarpeetonta, koska vesi on molempia näitä ja sillä on myös muita funktioita. Kansalaisten käyttämä vesi voi olla yksityistä kiinteistökohtaisissa järjestelmissä, se voi olla klubituote osuuskunnissa ja julkinen tuote vesiposteissa
tai lähteissä. Useimmiten vesi on kuitenkin yhteisresurssi, joka tuotetaan kuntien omistamien vesihuoltolaitosten toimesta. Hyödynsaajat eli kuntalaiset pääosin maksavat palvelusta aiheutuvat kulut pääosin vesimaksuilla.

Tuotteen tai hyödykkeen ohella vesi on keskeinen uusiutuva luonnonvara sekä perusoikeus. Vesi perusihmisoikeutena on kuitenkin tulkittava niin, että kansalaisilla tulee olla pääsy palveluihin ja yhteiskunnan tulee
kantaa vastuu niiden järjestämiseksi. Sen sijaan perusoikeus – lukuun ottamatta ehkä köyhimpiä kansalaisia
ja tarvittavaa vedenvähimmäismäärää kuten on asia mm. Etelä-Afrikassa – ei tarkoita, että palvelu voisi olla
ilmaista. Esimerkiksi entisen Neuvostoliiton ja usean kehittyvän maan kokemukset ilmaisen veden politiikasta ovat kielteisiä: se johtaa veden tuhlaukseen, huonoon palveluun ja edistää palveluita vain eliitille.
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Kansainvälisesti ja myös kansallisesti vesiasioissa on jäänyt turhan vähälle huomio ero vesivarojen hallinnan
ja vesihuollon välillä. Vesivaroja hallitaan valuma-alueilla, joista noin 270 on ns. rajavesistöä ja lähes sama
määrä vähintään kahden valtion alueella olevia pohjavesialueita. Vesihuoltopalvelut puolestaan tuotetaan ja
palvelujen tuottamista koskevat päätökset pitäisi tehdä mahdollisimman alhaisella hallinnon tasolla. Molemmilla on kuitenkin mielenkiintoisia yhtymäkohtia ja analogista kysymyksen asettelua ja samalla potentiaalia nykyistä laajemmalle yhteistyölle.
Veden ja järjestelmien hallinta – keskeinen haaste
On totta, että maailmankylässä on paikoin vettä niukasti. Suurempi haaste on kuitenkin vesivarojen ja vesihuollon hallinta – ”water governance” sekä vesihuoltojärjestelmien käyttö ja ylläpito ”management”. Miten
ylipäätään tulisi vastuita jakaa eri osapuolten kesken? Vesiasiat kun koskevat lähes kaikkea inhimillistä toimintaa: kansainvälisestä ja kansallisesta politiikasta paikallishallintoon, julkisiin vastuisiin, pääosin julkisiin
vesihuoltolaitoksiin, yksityissektorilta ostettaviin palveluihin ja tarvikkeisiin, monimuotoiseen lainsäädäntöön, teknisiin järjestelmiin, henkisiin resursseihin ja osaamiseen ja lopulta varsinaisiin hyödynsaajiin eli
kansalaisiin. Myös paljon puhuttu ilmastonmuutos on ennen kaikkea veden hallintakysymys: miten hallita
sadevesiä ja veden hydrolista kiertoa muuttuvissa olosuhteissa

Vesihuollossa on useita suuria, osin akuutteja tulevaisuuden haasteita: pohjoisessa erityisesti ikääntyvä infrastruktuuri sekä sukupolvenvaihdos sekä etelässä rapautuvat järjestelmät ja akuutti koulutetun henkilöstön
tarve. Pohjoisen ja etelän vesialan haasteissa on kuitenkin paljon yhteisiä ja analogisia kysymyksiä enemmän
kuin tähän saakka on tunnistettu. Vesihuollon ratkaisut riippuvat kuitenkin lopulta paikallisista olosuhteista.
Ne tulee räätälöidä eikä niitä voi ottaa käsikirjasta.

Mitä vesiasioita tutkitaan?
Kansainvälisesti vesialan tutkimus on laajentunut ja kattaa useita tieteen aloja ja lähestymistapoja. Esimerkiksi Coloradon valtion yliopistossa yhteensä 52 osastosta noin 35 osastoa tekee vesialan liittyvää tutkimusta: kansainvälisestä politiikasta taloustieteisiin, insinööritieteisiin, sosiologiaan, historiaan jne. Juhlapuheissa
moni- ja poikkitieteistä tutkimusta on suosittu mutta käytännössä maamme vähäisetkin tutkimusvarat ohjataan pääosin luonnontieteellisen tutkimukseen ja vesihuollon osalta käsittelytekniikoihin. Vesihuollossa noin
80 prosenttia pääomista on kiinni verkostoissa. Tutkimusrahoituksen linjaukset linjaukset ovat näin voimakkaassa ristiriidassa yhteiskunnallisen tarpeen kanssa. Taustalla ilmeisesti kummittelevat kansainväliset yliopistojen rankkeerauslistat, jotka suosivat luonnontieteitä ja lääketiedettä. Kaikki kunnia niille, mutta ne
eivät yksin riitä.

Vesitutkimuksen aluetta tulisi Suomessakin laajentaa yhteiskunnallisesti merkittäviin aiheisiin ja teemoihin
aidosti moni- ja poikkitieteisen tutkimuksen avulla. Tämäntapaista toimintaa olemme yrittäneet osaltamme
edistää Tampereen teknillisellä yliopistolla vesihuoltopalveluiden tutkijaryhmän Capacity Building in Water
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and Environmental Services (CADWES; www.cadwes.org) kautta. Siinä yhtyvät mm. insinööritieteet, taloustieteet, historian tutkimus ja tulevaisuuden tutkimus rajaamatta muitakaan alueita. Haastamme muutkin
mukaan tähän toimintaan vanhan suomalaisen viisauden pohjalta ”Arvaa oma tilasi, anna arvo toisillekin”.

Tapio S. Katko
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Editorial
_____________________________
Central role of water in society and community

Water use purposes and priorities
”Water the oldest lubricant” goes the old Finnish saying reminding us about the role of water in society and
communities. Historically cities have been born along water courses due to the opportunity they provide for
water-borne transport. Common water supply and sanitation of some kind has been and is a basic requirement for the birth and growth of cities. If an adequate amount of water is not available, or a nearby source is
of low quality, it has to be transferred over a long distance as is presently done in California, USA, and will
be done in the Turku Region in South-western Finland when the system under construction is completed. A
similar system is also planned for the Beijing Region in China.

Water is used for many purposes. Our studies show that in nine out of ten countries or states in various parts
of the world, the priority of water use purposes is as follows: (i) Community water supply (ii); Nature conservation; (iii) Hydropower; (iv) Industrial water supply; (v) Irrigation; (vi) Flood control, Drainage; (vií)
Fishery, Fish farming; (viii) Water bodies as recipients of wastewater; (ix) Recreational use; and (x) Traffic,
water-borne transportation. The weightings vary by cases. Yet, the differences between the countries were
surprisingly small, although the amount of water used for various purposes varies a lot. For instance, in
Colorado some 80 per cent of used water goes to irrigation while in Finland its share is very small. Although
the relative share of water used by communities is less than 10 per cent, it is undoubtedly the most important
water use purpose. This is recognised by water legislation in many countries which prioritises community
water supply.

Water pollution control requires societal decisions
In addition to quantity and priority, water has a third feature, namely quality. Many countries have sufficient
water available. The problem is that it is often of low quality or polluted. In 1908 a national committee in
Finland recognised the harm caused by the wastewaters discharged e.g. by the forest industries. “The stink of
money” was often the topic of conversations and mentioned in the lyrics of songs. However, it took some 80
years before the forest industries introduced modern wastewater treatment technologies. This happened after
the 120 km Päijänne rock tunnel was completed bringing raw water to the Helsinki Metropolitan Area home
to over one million people. The real need of protecting Lake Päijänne became apparent. Implementation of
water pollution control thus requires adequate social pressure and political will.
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Many countries still have a lot to do in water pollution control, diffused pollution is still a problem also in
Finland. Milan, one of the richest industrial centres in Europe, did not start treating their wastewaters before
autumn 2004. The issue was not money nor ability to pay, but political will. In 2006 only a quarter of the
wastewaters of Brussels, the capital of the European Union, were treated, and a year later three quarters. One
wonders whether 100 per cent coverage has been reached by now? The implementation and finance of the
northern wastewater treatment plant of the city has been disputed, and part of the untreated wastewaters have
been discharged into the North Sea.

Treatment of wastewaters has occupied centre stage in the environmental co-operation concerning the nearby
areas of Finland. All the wastewaters of St. Petersburg will be most likely be treated in 4 to 5 years. Recognising the need of water pollution control, and especially nutrient removal, requires social maturity, but is
possible, if there is the will. In many developing economies water pollution control is, however, only starting. Some 2.5 billion inhabitants of the global village lack basic sanitation, and some 1.5 billion of them are
without safe drinking water. Sanitation could be partly solved by non-water based systems. Still, it is a real
challenge to promote sanitation in countries where it is a cultural taboo.
In 2010 the national brand working group of Finland recommended that all the country’s water bodies should
be made drinkable. That is a nice symbolic gesture, but in reality it would mean a catastrophe since then our
water bodies would have no fish or waterfowl. Water bodies as close as possible to a natural state protected
from external loadings should be the goal.

Water: what kind of good and resource?
There is an on-going international discussion about whether water is a public or a private good. The debate is
understandable after the negative experiences from water services privatisation, especially in Latin America,
but also elsewhere. Debate of this kind is actually useless, since water is both, and has also other dimensions.
The water used by people can be private in the case of on-site systems, or it can be a club good of water cooperatives, or a public good drawn from standposts and the like. Yet, in most cases water is a common pool
resource, produced and supplied by municipality- owned water utilities. The beneficiaries, the citizens of a
municipality cover a major part of the expenses through their water bills.

In addition to being a good, water is also a major renewable natural resource and a basic right. Water as a
basic human right means that people should have access to it, and society has to assume responsibility for
water provision. However, even if water is considered a basic right, it does not have to be provided free of
charge, except in the case of the poorest people and to supply the minimum requirements as in South Africa.
For example, the experiences from a free water policy in the former Soviet Union and many developing
counties are negative: it leads to wastage of water, bad service and supplies only the elite.
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In the international and national contexts too little attention has been paid to the differences between water
resources and water services management. Water resources are managed in basins of which some 270 are
transboundary and almost as many are aquifers lying under at least two states. Water services, again, are
produced and should be decided upon at the lowest possible administrative level. Yet, both water resources
and services management have interesting linkages and challenges as well as potential for wider cooperation.
Water governance and systems management – central challenges
It is true that the global village has water scarcity in some places. However, a bigger challenge to water resources and services management is “water governance” as well as the management of water infrastructure
systems. How to divide the duties between various stakeholders? Since water issues affect almost all human
activities: from international and national politics to local governments, public responsibilities, mainly publicly-owned water utilities, goods and services bought from the private sector, multiform legislation, technological systems, human resources and competencies, and finally the primary beneficiaries, the citizens. The
much discussed climate change is primarily a question of water management: how to manage storm waters
and the hydrological cycle in the changing conditions.

Water services face several big, partly acute future challenges: especially aging infrastructure and aging personnel in the North, and deteriorating systems and acute need of water experts in the South. The water sectors in the South and North, however, have many common features and face challenges more similar than
earlier realised. At the end of the day, the solutions to water services depend on local conditions. They have
to be tailored and they cannot be copied from hand books.

What should be the focus of water research?
In the international context, water research has expanded to cover several disciplines and approaches. For
example, at Colorado State University, some 35 of the 52 Departments carry out research on water: from
international politics to economics, engineering sciences, sociology, history, etc. In ceremonial speeches
multi- and interdisciplinary research has been praised, but in reality the small water research funds granted in
Finland are allocated mainly to natural sciences and treatment technologies. In water services some 80 per
cent of the assets are tied in networks. The research policies are thus in contradiction with social need. This
may be a reflection of international university rankings which strongly favour natural sciences and medicine.
They deserve our full respect, but are not sufficient by themselves.

The area of water research should be expanded also in Finland to cover fields and themes of high social relevance through truly multi- and interdisciplinary research. We have tried to promote such an approach at
Tampere University of Technology through our research team “Capacity Building in Water and Environmental Services (CADWES; www.cadwes.org). The team covers e.g. engineering sciences, economics, his10
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tory research and futures research and is also open to other disciplines. We challenge other teams and disciplines to get involved in this activity bearing in mind the old Finnish saying, “Assess your own position, but
appreciate also others”.

Tapio S. Katko

Editors. From left: Petri Juuti, Riikka Rajala & Tapio Katko.
Toimitus. Vasemmalta: Petri Juuti (päätoimittaja), Riikka Rajala & Tapio Katko.
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Johann WN Tempelhoff

Water and History in Africa – With a Focus on Democracy in South
Africa 1994-20111
_____________________________

Abstract
In many parts of the world there is currently awareness in civil society on the need for democracy. In Africa
it is becoming a prominent discourse. It has an influence on the manner in which civil society perceives water governance on a continent that is notable for water stress. In fact, in the case of South Africa sound principles of democratic governance are part and parcel of the country‟s water legislation.
This study is an overview of the development of South Africa‟s water sector between 1994, when the first
multiracial democratic elections in the country‟s history took place, and the year 2011.
Particular attention is given to two problematic areas in the water sector – local water service delivery and
the threat of acid mine drainage (AMD), which puts the available water supply in some parts of the country
at substantial risk.

Amongst other issues, it is suggested in the paper that we take note of aspects of deep history when contemplating contemporary water use in society. Being in touch with our primordial roots, should naturally have
the effect of making civil society aware of the need, in times of climate change and population growth, to
create a natural responsiveness to matters of water conservation.

1

This paper was scheduled to be presented at an International Workshop on Water and History, organized by the government of Japan, the United
Nations Secretary General‟s Advisory Board on Water and Sanitation (UNSCAB), United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation
(UNESCO), World Bank, Tokyo Office, and Asian Development Bank, in Tokyo, Japan, 17-8 March 2011. As a result of the 13 March 2011 Tsunami and subsequent Fukushima nuclear crisis, the workshop did not take place.
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Introduction: The rise of ‘people power’
News of widespread protests against totalitarian regimes in the Arabic countries of the Middle East and
North Africa have reverberated all over the globe since the start of 2011. Much the same, as was the case in
1989 – with the collapse of the East-West divide – when the voices of masses of people demanding democratic governance resonated in many parts of Europe and even in Africa, the world‟s media daily reported on
civil unrest as a result of civil discontent with autocratic rule. The recent developments are bound to become
yet another of the major historical events that informs our understanding of global history at the twenty-first
century. In commenting on what was happening, Nicholas D Kristof, a columnist of The New York Times,
observed it was a misconception to think that „Arabs, Chinese and Africans‟ were not compatible with democracy. For him it was clear that there was no realistic alternative to what he succinctly described as „people power‟.2 Two years earlier, in 2009, Nobel Laureate, Amartya Sen, writing on the idea of justice, came to
a similar conclusion when he wrote on democracy and justice in ancient Iran, India, Japan and the Middle
East.3

The message is clear: worldwide there is a growing shift in civil society thinking. People favour democratic
systems of governance in which their opinions are respected.
South Africa‟s transition to a multi-racial democracy in 1994 can be closely associated with the groundswell
of current thinking. In the case of South Africa, it was far more than merely a farewell to racial discriminatory apartheid policies and non-representative democracy with the release of Nelson Mandela from prison in
February 1990. Firstly, it followed in the wake of the demise of the Soviet Union at the end of the Cold War.
Secondly, it was a statement that South Africa‟s linkages in world politics were no longer confined to the
„Communist threat‟ to the West. Thirdly, in a broader context, the transition that started in 1989 was a symbolic statement of intent that sub-Saharan Africa was connecting to the rest of the globe. Any event of global
significance would forthwith register in real time – in many parts of Africa. This was a remarkable development on a continent that traditionally was associated with persistent states of postcolonial underdevelopment.4 In the mainstream of daily life in South Africa it soon became evident that narrow nationalist
sentiments would forthwith have to compete with a set of values that subscribed to a more globally formulated conception of universal human rights, democracy and civil liberties in all parts of the world. This was
especially true of the country‟s water sector.

Outline
In the discussion to follow I would like to focus in on the issue of water governance and the manner in which
it has shaped our understanding in South Africa of democracy and proper governance. I will broadly touch
Kristof, “Unfit for democracy?” in The New York Times, 2011.02.26 at
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/02/27/opinion/27kristof.html?_r=1&ref=nicholasdkristof (Accessed 2011.02.26).
3
Sen 2009, 335.
4
Meredith 2005.
2
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on aspects of deep history, but primarily focus on developments in the field of South Africa‟s water governance in the period 1994-2011.

Uppermost in our minds should be an understanding of democracy and the complexity of governance challenges experienced by authorities on the local, regional and national level in South Africa.

There will be a focus on domestic water consumption and the crisis this is causing in local government
where service delivery in many cases is not satisfactory.

In the final section attention will be given to the current crisis of acid mine drainage (AMD) and the challenge to government to pro-actively enter into a partnership with the industrial sector to find ways to ensure
that mining in South Africa can continue and simultaneously work towards using the country‟s water supplies in a sustainable manner. It will require of government and business leaders to give the inhabitants of a
democratic South Africa the assurance that the natural water resources in one of the 30 most arid regions in
the world will by safeguarded from by radio active and heavy metal contamination in acid mine drainage
water.

The roots of democratic water governance in South Africa
When the African National Congress (ANC) and its alliance partners, the South African Communist Party
(SACP) and the Congress of South African Trade Unions (COSATU) came into power in 1994 they formed
part of a government of national unity (until 1996) with the previous ruling National Party. The agenda was
primarily aimed at addressing past discrepancies. The revision of South Africa‟s water legislation was high
on the list of government‟s priorities. Within three years the Legislative Assembly passed the first laws. The
brief time span before the legislation came into effect was remarkable. There was a sense of urgency. Many
stakeholder sectors had to be consulted. Fine-tuning the future laws also required many hours of dedicated
planning. Ultimately the country benefitted from the initiatives of government.
The National Water Act5 and the Water Services Act,6 considered to be amongst the most progressive water
legislation in the world, underscored the principle that the country‟s water resources belonged to the people.
It was no longer merely a matter of providing water on demand to all and sundry.7 The state claimed the right
for itself to act as custodian of the country‟s valuable water resources, on behalf of the people. Constitutionally the access to clean drinking water and proper sanitation was turned into a basic human right.8

5
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Historically speaking, this approach is old in Africa. Access to water, especially in arid regions, is an essential and basic right. Water does not „belong‟ to an individual when it is crucial for survival. It belongs to all.9
And, as contemporary history suggests, indigenous people in Africa, possibly unaware of today‟s global
trends, have successfully defied attempts by government to cut off their water, by resorting, with a notably
high resilience, to ancient practices of procurement.10 The deep history11 of humankind suggests that cultural
practices of working with water have been laid down in the primordial genes of our cultural and biological
memory, going back many thousands of years. The Neolithic transition to domesticating plants and animals,12 some 6000 BCE ago, saw the introduction of sophisticated water management in irrigation and urban
governance in Mesopotamia.13 Similar developments also followed in many other parts of the globe, of
which the Egypt‟s history on the banks of the River Nile in North Africa is a good example. 14 Southern Africa‟s history is filled with discourses on how indigenous peoples survived potentially disastrous consequences of floods, famines and drought, to the surprise of European explorers, unfamiliar to the ways of
Africa.15 Many of these trends have been recorded since the 1990s in the environmental historiography of the
continent.16

Much the same as the Europeans, who introduced systematic Western-styled systems of water governance to
Africa in the colonial era,17 Africans too had their own organisational systems of putting water to use with
great effect in, for example, fishing communities.18 Only difference was that the colonial system demarcated
colonial boundaries, in many cases rivers – in larger entities that gravitated down to systems of municipal
governance, to secure a formalized system of water distribution. More than often these boundaries did not
have a historical rootedness of organic growth, as was evidently the case in traditional African society. 19 It
suggests that there was, with the advent of colonial boundary demarcations, a dislocation in indigenous practices that informed human communities whenever they organized themselves in communities and in relation
to the aquatic environment.20

In the case of South Africa, when Union was formed in 1910, water governance became the responsibility of
the national government. The prime objective of the department responsible for water was to provide the
country‟s irrigation farmers with water for food production21 in an era when irrigation technologies from

9
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overseas were introduced countrywide.22 The government subsidized dam construction, irrigation schemes
and provided the necessary human resources to perform the work. In urban settlements municipal authorities
were responsible for local water supply.23 The need for a constant supply of potable water in the urban industrial areas (such as the Witwatersrand) saw the establishment of South Africa‟s first regional water utility, the
Rand Water Board in 1903.24 The objective was to procure water for ever-increasing urban populations in an
industrializing country.
South Africa‟s mineral wealth, especially its gold and diamonds, lay at the heart of water infrastructure development. Also, it was important to provide sufficient supplies to the farming sector, industries and domestic water consumers. Comprehensive engineering technologies were devised to pump excessive groundwater
away from manmade mine shafts that constantly pierced deeper into the bowels of the earth. Clearing mineshafts of „excessive‟ ancient groundwater supplies, caught op in dolomite aquifers, was an important part of
the mining activities. It was crucial for the continued success of the industry. In some cases there were even
technological breakthroughs in cementing up aquifers to prevent water from leaking into intricate webs of
diffuse mine shafts.25

As the country developed economically, thanks to rapid growth, also in the secondary industrial and financial
fields, South Africa became a leader in the management of water resources. The country‟s engineers pioneered advanced hydrological technologies in civil and mechanical engineering that were tailor made for
local conditions. In the course of the twentieth century South Africa‟s water sector became one of the best in
Africa. It was reliable. It ensured continued economic growth and development.
Another notable feature of South Africa‟s water sector was the unique racial dispensation, which had
evolved since the seventeenth century.26 By the twentieth century, as a result of the successive government
policy cycles of segregation and apartheid, tended to primarily focus on providing highly efficient systems of
water supply and sanitation primarily for the more privileged white inhabitants of the country. People of
colour in South Africa, as a rule, had to be satisfied with mediocre supplies of communal domestic water
supply and sanitation.27

It was thus understandable that when a new democratically elected multi-racial government came to power in
1994, the equal and fair distribution of water to all the country‟s people was an important objective for responsible governance.28 There were many obstacles to change in the country‟s water management system.29
22
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Nevertheless, in the first ten years the new government made remarkable breakthroughs in providing water
services to the country and its people in terms of the Reconstruction and Development Program (RDP). 30

Current complexities: municipal and regional water management
The honeymoon period of South Africa‟s newfound democratic government lasted well into the new millennium. The years of President Nelson Mandela (1994-99) were memorable. The fatherly figure of the world‟s
most revered statesman was comforting and he actively supported government‟s measures aimed at securing
water for the country‟s previously disadvantaged people. His successor, Thabo Mbeki (1999-2008), set himself the goal to introduce effective government management goals after 1999 when the country‟s economy
once again started taking off, in the aftermath of the political transition. His government favoured the freemarket and also, by implication, strategies to commodify water.31 This was not well received by nongovernmental organisations and in some sectors of the country‟s indigent communities.32

In the water sector the rapid development in government housing, vast population migrations (from within
and even beyond South Africa‟s borders), urbanisation, and the complex transformation of the country‟s
demographic structures it brought about, put existing systems of water supply and sanitation to the test. 33 By
2004 it was clear that the economic progress of the country‟s previously disadvantaged people was spread
out thinly and unevenly, with the rural areas receiving least support from their authorities. Service delivery
protests started breaking out in various parts of the country. In some cases it reminded foreign observers of
the time in the 1980s when South African townships were the battleground of the struggle against apartheid.34 The only difference now was that people were dissatisfied with the lack of housing, employment opportunities, deteriorating public health conditions and the absence of basic municipal services such as water
supply, sanitation and electricity.35

Local municipal service delivery protests often turned violent with personal injuries to people and costly
damages caused to public and private property. Township protests against service delivery consistently increased between 2004 and 2010.36 Government claimed that the protests were the result of the political ambitions of local community leaders. However, the main cause was the fact that ordinary people had to contend
with breakdowns and inconsistent essential service delivery. Water featured prominently in their demands
for better service delivery. Empirical research in the small North West Province urban settlement of Sanni-
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eshof suggested that as much as 60 per cent of local residents‟ discontent with municipal services were water-related.37

It was all too evident that the management of water supply and sanitation at the local and regional level in
the country left much to be desired. It was primarily a problem of inefficient local municipal government.
Political infighting, inefficient and unqualified officials, the lack of funding and inferior management was
responsible for this state of affairs.
On the regional level – a field where local authorities and the national government‟s department of water
affairs needed to collaborate with the private sector and civil society in water governance matters – there
were major problems. South Africa‟s new water legislation made provision for 19 water catchment management agencies (CMAs). These institutions have to coordinate proper regional water governance integration
between the local, regional (provincial and inter-provincial) and national water authorities. After 17 years of
democracy only two catchment management agencies have been established.38

This was largely as a result of an apparent inability to effectively establish local sub-catchment forums
and/or water users associations. Since the advent of the new millennium there appeared to be lethargy, even a
sense of disinterestedness in aspects of water governance amongst some levels of the country‟s officials.
Civil society, with the exception of activities conducted by non-governmental organisations, also appeared to
be disinterested.
Many factors prevented potential stakeholders in the country‟s water sector from actively participating in
democratic governance activities. Local authorities were under-staffed; many officials in the water sector
lacked experience; there was often a lack of sound knowledge in the operations of water purification and
treatment plants; and institutional memory appeared to be absent as many officials with a long time of experience in the water sector opted for early retirement after 1994. Moreover, there increasingly appeared to
be no strategic plans for the effective treatment of potential acid mine drainage flows into many of the waterways in South Africa‟s mining regions.39 Civil society, in previously disadvantaged communities, had to
contend with poverty. Unemployment rates were persistently high and government grants only helped a portion of the needy people. Up to the present this state of affairs has had a disastrous effect on the average
household – the cornerstone of a healthy society.40 In the more affluent sectors of South African society
many members of non-African descent have been cynical about government. With the exception of leaders
operating in the country‟s opposition political parties, there was an unwillingness to participate with a gov37
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ernment they distrusted. This attitude was further strengthened by perceptions that government and some of
its officials turned a blind eye to the frustrations with local service delivery.41
Circumstances of this nature had a direct impact on the government‟s plans to introduce democratic water
governance. For many South Africans the best barometer for good water governance became the national
Blue Drop and Green Drop water quality monitoring system where the first reports‟ results were appalling.42
On the national level South Africa‟s water affairs department appeared to be doing a good job. There were
still many problems with the effective implementation with the national legislation. However, complex planning was painstakingly continuing on issues such as the country‟s future water supply, its transboundary
relations with neighbouring states, and international participation on water issues, such as the objectives of
realizing proper integrated water resource management strategies, and the United Nations‟ Millennium Development Goals, together with strategies to contend with global climate change. These strategies were
showcase examples of management excellence.43

Emergent complexity: the threat of acid mine drainage
In recent years the major threat to the water governance sectors in many parts of South Africa was the threat
of increasing amounts of acid mine drainage water contaminating clean surface water supplies. For more
than 150 years South Africa has been one of the top producers in the world of minerals such as gold, diamonds, platinum, coal, steel, copper and uranium. The mining sector, which used to be one of the country‟s
most important drivers of economic development and growth, has since the 1970s become a major threat to
South Africa‟s valuable water resources.
In the 1990s South Africa‟s transition to a multi-racial democracy saw the implementation of a set of government policy guidelines to promote black economic empowerment became. In the public sector previously
disadvantaged South Africans were promoted to senior oppositions in government administration. There was
increasing pressure on the private sector to appoint black managers in senior positions. In the mining sector,
which had previously been controlled, primarily by white South African capital, there was a rapid transformation. Black-owned mining companies shot up and so-called „black diamonds‟ (young ambitious black
people who wanted to make headway in the country‟s business sector) were appointed to senior positions in
some of the existing mining operations. The new companies purchased a number of the older mines at relatively good prices. In some cases they even started up brand new mining operations – especially in the field
of coal mining. Many of the new mining operations did not have substantial institutional memory and lacked
the expertise to keep complex systems of water pumps operating to clear mine shafts and prevent acid mine
drainage from contaminating pristine water resources.
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Government control over mine prospecting applications meanwhile became lax. The objective was to use
new mining ventures to promote economic development and create more employment opportunities. Planning for sufficient water resources in some of the new „lucrative‟ mining areas proved to hold in potentially
disastrous consequences for the environment.44
In the first months of 2008 South Africa‟s electricity supply service experienced a number of stoppages as a
result of an under supply of coal. The government tried to boost the coalmining sector by giving its tacit
support for a vast number of small mining operations to become active. In many cases scant attention was
given to the implications of mining in environmentally sensitive wetlands and fountain areas of the eastern
Highveld regions of Gauteng and Mpumalanga Province. Many of the country‟s strategic clean natural water
resources came under threat.

In some threatened parts of the country citizens became activists and some organised themselves in nongovernmental organisations (NGOs). Ordinary, law-abiding people residents in both urban and rural areas
started organizing themselves and strongly came out against mine prospecting, or any attempts at starting up
mining activities.45 A major source of public discontent was the fact that the people had not been consulted
or notified of proposed prospecting activities.

There had also been a growing awareness of toxic water pollution in all parts of the country. With wastewater treatment works not operating properly, many of the country‟s watercourses became biologically contaminated. There were also growing fears of toxic mine water in the streams.

In August 2002 radioactive heavy metal uranium started decanting along with a variety of other toxic substances in acid mine water that surfaced from an old mine shaft on the West Rand.46 This was a seminal
event in a growing crisis which saw civil society,47 academics and government, frequently at loggerheads
over the potentially dangerous consequences of acid mine drainage spilling into South Africa‟s public water
courses and storage facilities.

In 2005 the Stilfontein mine in North West Province goldfields closed down and worsened conditions in the
Klerksdorp-Orkney region – one of the important gold mining areas of South Africa.48 This was only the
start of more closures to follow. As research findings increasingly found their way into the public sphere
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there were more debates on the threat of toxic water to human communities.49 At one stage it even reverberated in the research community with the termination of a well-known water researcher‟s services at South
Africa‟s Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR). 50
In the public realm the country‟s mining sector increasingly came under scrutiny. For the second time since
comprehensive mining operations started in the nineteenth century, the heroic narrative of South Africa‟s
mining became suspect. The first time was when starting in the 1970s, the country‟s goldfields were increasingly mined-out51 and the government started relaxing its firm control over trade union activities. At the time
leading liberal and neo-Marxist scholars shed light on the manner in which, especially African labour, had
been exploited in the process of South Africa becoming one of the leading mining countries in the world.52

The second downswing in the positive historical contemplation of South African mining legacy started with
the acid mine drainage problem in 2002. This time an environmentally conscious civil society came out in
support of strong measures to address the apparent irresponsible actions of mining houses and government
officials who did not want to be made aware of the looming crisis. The critical issue at stake was what was
going to happen to at least 270 gold mines‟ tailings dams, covering 180km2 in various parts of South Africa.53 Experts predicted that an estimated 350Mℓ of water would daily have to be pumped from underground
dolomitic sites in the Western, Central and Eastern Witwatersrand.54 This region is notable for its high concentration of urban communities that were established since gold mining operations started in the nineteenth
century.

The major obstacle was that there was considerable uncertainty as to who was responsible for addressing the
issue of acid mine drainage. The government, in the 1960s, heavily subsidised water-pumping activities from
the gold mining shafts on the Witwatersrand. Government wanted to keep the industry running at high output
rates. However, it was primarily concerned with the gold and uranium mines. The Chamber of Mines Research Organisation conducted most of the research on AMD, at the time.55 In the transition to the new South
Africa after 1994 the government no longer paid for the water-pumping operations. Furthermore, the country‟s new environmental legislation stipulated the principle that the polluters had to pay for cleaning up the
pollution. In the case of the mining sector there was an outcry. New mining companies claimed that they
were not in the first place responsible for creating the acid mine drainage. They found a given situation and
merely tried to continue mining operations. In the wake of long and tiring legal debates, government re-
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frained from taking any immediate steps. Meanwhile there were growing indications that it was imperative
for government to take a decision on the matter.

In September 2010 government appointed an inter-ministerial committee (IMC) to advise it on the necessary
steps to address the crisis.56 The report (completed in December 2010) was only made public in February
2011. Government used the time in the interim to prepare a strategy of action before the annual budget of the
state was tabled in the legislative assembly to determine the appropriate measures to follow. For a start it was
estimated about R1,08 billion would be needed over the long term to clean up the contaminated acid mine
drainage (AMD) on the Witwatersrand57 Government indicated that it had set aside R225 million over a period of three years to deal with the problem. On the longer term it intended spending about R440 million.58

The inter-ministerial committee of experts that advised the government suggested two strategies could be
followed. Scientists and engineers had for several years been working on a variety of strategies to address the
AMD problem.59 The first suggestion was for government to fund and operate measures to manage the
AMD. Over the short term the mining sector also had to make a contribution. Over the long term an environmental levy could be introduced for the operating mines to pay. There would also be raw water tariff and
waste discharge fees. The second plan the report proposed was for the private sector to treat the and then put
it up for sale water for sale to water users. It was assumed that a state subsidy would be paid to make the
initiative feasible.60

One of the major warnings to government was that the costs should not be passed on to water users. In blogs
and in comments on news reports about AMD in February there were frequent references to taxpayer being
faced with the responsibility of paying for the toxic consequences of mining activities.61 In reports on the
crisis there were frequent references to the potential of using the water and the toxic by-products. Specialists
told the media that selling the water could be reduced by selling by-products of AMD, such as gypsum, sulphur, sulphuric acid, explosives and fertilisers.62
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Government was aware that if the AMD had to start decanting certain parts of the Witwatersrand, such as the
site of the East Rand Proprietary Mines (ERPM) on the East Rand would flood before Gold Reef City, an old
mine shaft used as a tourist attraction near Johannesburg.63 Apart from this, the major risks were:

1. Contamination of shallow groundwater resources used for agriculture or use by humans;
2. Geotechnical impacts, such as the flooding of underground infrastructure in places where water rises
in the urban areas;
3. Increased seismic activity that could have a moderate localized effect on property and infrastructure.64

On the environmental level the experts warned government against:
1. Serious negative ecological impacts;
2. Regional impact on major river systems; and
3. Localised flooding in low-lying areas.65
The government‟s advisors acknowledged that hardly anything had been done in the field of greener production, life cycle analysis and waste minimization, as is the case in the industrial sectors. In the mining sector
this has not yet taken root.66

Amongst the most important trends in public thinking over AMD at the start of 2011 included uncertainty
about what people could expect in the affected areas of the Witwatersrand. The public, it appeared, in some
sectors, were not even aware of the AMD crisis. This was despite the closure of some mining operations on
the East Rand and government‟s notification that it would soon start pumping AMD from some old mine
shafts.67 Fieldwork in the area in February 2011 suggested that local residents had been insufficiently informed on the potential threat of AMD in their immediate environments. It could be that local authorities did
not unnecessarily want to frighten the public. At the Grootvlei Mine, near Springs on the East Rand, military
personnel maintained a low-profile presence. Researchers were told that the soldiers merely lived there because of low rentals, but it appeared as if they were potentially also on stand-by and kept an eye on the site
where substantial amounts of AMD were expected to start decanting.68
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The situation, if left too long, could have a significant influence on South Africa‟s influence in the world of
mining.69

Conclusion
When we contemplate the present situation of South Africa‟s water sector from the perspective of deep
history it is possible to argue that modern urban society has been dislocated from the sense of nearness of
water. In former times, before densely populated communities were provided with comprehensive
mechanical processes to secure large amounts of water for consumption, humans resided fairly close to water
sources. A local river, fountain, well along with the technology (sometimes, of a water mill), formed and
important part of the daily life-world of people. Basic sanitary arrangements were in place and ensured a
reasonable degree of sanitary health conditions. This only improved after the mid-nineteenth century.
Pollution was contained, possibly as a result of low population numbers.

Today, water supplies are stored at a considerable distance from the points of consumption in urban environments. Moreover, water-users general associate water with taps (faucets) and/or bottled units. One of the
major disadvantages of modern global technology and ethics is evident: We have made water literally invisible to its human users. Millions of people in all parts of the world living in urban environments only experience water that pours from taps. They are also generally unaware of the workings of sanitation. This situation
has been responsible for states of disconnectedness with our primordial selves. As amphibians that evolved
into our present condition (with a body mass of more than 70 per cent consisting of water), we have lost
many valuable links with the essential human condition that has taken on its present form over more than
three million years. We have been blinded by a modernity that is not always sensitive to the values of water.
It is responsible for our ignorance of water as an essential fluid that determines life.70 Instead, we literally
spend our daily lives in xeroscapes.71 It is one of the reasons why we as humans are so slow to respond to
potential crises – such as South Africa‟s current AMD. Had there been an AMD threat a century ago, some
ordinary person living as all of us, would obviously have become aware of the potential threat and would
also have made alarm. For now we have to silently wait and see how acid mine drainage will affect our everyday lives. If one thinks that by 2025 potentially nine countries in southern and East Africa will have less
than 1000m3/person/year,72 it is evident why we in southern Africa need to make timely arrangements to
secure our water supplies for a sustainable future.
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Vesa Keinonen

Maailman tärkein aine — vesi — puhuttaa Hervannassa
_____________________________
Abstract: Water — The Most Important Subject of the World
Management of water resources and water services is currently a subject of public discussion worldwide. A
multidisciplinary “Water and society” series of seminars focusing on long-term development of water services and communities will be held in Tampere this and next year. The seminars aim at creating and promoting
discussion and presenting the views of researchers of various fields to decision-makers.

The seminars will be co-hosted by the International Environmental History Group (IEHG) at University of
Tampere, the Capacity Development in Water and Environmental Services (CADWES) team at Tampere
University of Technology, and the joint International Centre for Environmental Services Governance Research (ICES) formed by the IEHG and CADWES teams. Some of the presentations will be held in English
by invited international experts. Argumenta funding is intended to stimulate dialogue between researchers of
different fields of science on important current research topics. From time to time, the Finnish Cultural
Foundation requests proposals from university departments or scientific organisations for initiating Argumenta projects. Our Water and Society (In Finnish: Vesi ja yhdyskuntien kehitys) Argumenta series has received funding for 2011–-2012.

The co-ordinator of this seminar series is Adjunct Professor Petri S. Juuti from University of Tampere,
School of Social Sciences and Humanities.
-Water Services are important for all urban societies. They are one of the pillars of a functioning, modern
society, Juuti says.
Mr. Juuti also thinks that learning from the experiences of past water services providers is highly relevant.
-We have to know the histories of different water systems. We have to understand the complicated long-term
development of this important subject area. The importance of recording tacit knowledge is also growing as
water experts keep retiring.
The second seminar of Argumenta (Water – The Most Important Subject of the World) will be held on Friday, 19th of August 2011 at Tampere University of Technology. The seminar and panel discussion will be
conducted in Finnish except one lecture: Importance of Water in Kenya: Challenges and Reforms (Dr. Ezekiel Nyangeri, Univ. of Nairobi). The last Argumenta Seminar of this year ― Challenges of Urban Water
Supply and Sanitation will be held at University of Tampere on 16th of December 2011.
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Maailman tärkein aine — vesi — puhuttaa Hervannassa
Argumenta-seminaarisarjan toinen seminaari pidetään Tampereen teknillisellä yliopistolla perjantaina 19.8.
klo 11.30 alkaen. Tilaisuuden aiheena on: ”Vesi – maailman tärkein aine”. Paikalle Tampereen teknillisen
yliopiston Festiaan odotetaan kymmeniä alan suomalaisia ja kansainvälisiä asiantuntijoita.

_____________________________

Seminaaria koordinoivan dosentti Tapio Katkon mukaan tulossa on jälleen korkeatasoinen ja monipuolinen
seminaari.
-On hienoa, kun olemme saaneet taas koolle näin tasokkaan joukon puhujia ja muita osallistujia. Uskon että
saamme paljon uutta tietoa ja että myös vilkasta keskustelua käydään. Väittelyäkään ei ole kielletty, se on
jopa toivottavaa.

Katko näkee vesiasioiden roolin jatkossa entisestään korostuvan.
-Nehän koskevat lähes kaikkea inhimillistä toimintaa, maapallon jokaista ihmistä.

Vesihuolto ja vesivarojen hallinta ovatkin Katkon mukaan globaalisti ajatellen todella keskeisiä kysymyksiä.
-Vedestä pitää puhua avoimesti ja monesta näkökulmasta. Nyt keskustelua käydään ehkä liikaa eksaktien
luonnontieteiden ehdoilla. Tai ainakin suunnataan tutkimusta sinne.
-Mielestäni vedestä ja vesihuollosta pitää käydä enemmän laajempaa yhteiskuntapoliittista keskustelua. Sen
tulisi olla myös aidosti monitieteellistä. Näihin keskusteluihin Argumenta-rahoitteinen seminaarisarjamme
on mielestäni mitä oivallisin foorumi, Katko sanoo.

Vapailla järjestöillä tärkeä rooli
Suomen Vesiyhdistys SVY:n ja European Water Association, EWA:n presidentti, professori Pertti Seuna
kertoo elokuun seminaarissa vesialan vapaiden järjestöjen toiminnasta.
-Suomen Vesiyhdistyksellä on yli 500 jäsentä ja se vie alan kehitystä eteenpäin monipuolisesti. Kehitämme
mm. vesitaloutta, vesihuoltoa, vesistöjen ja pohjavesien suojelua, veden terveydellistä laatua sekä näihin
liittyviä luonnontieteitä ja lainsäädäntöä.

European Water Association EWA on taas yhteiseurooppalainen keskustelu- ja informaatiofoorumi vesipolitiikan ja tekniikan asioille.
-EWA on perustettu 1981 ja siihen kuuluu 26 jäsenmaata. Yhdistys vaikuttaa suoraan Euroopan vesipolitiikan kehitykseen ja lainsäädäntöön. Sillä on erinomaiset suhteet myös EU:hun.
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-Lisäksi EWA tukee ja edistää tieteellistä ja teknistä toimintaa seminaareilla ja täsmäkoulutuksella jäsen
maissa ja muuallakin, Seuna kertoo.

Operatiivista toimintaa ja johtamista kehitettävä
Suomen Vesilaitosyhdistys VVY:n toimitusjohtaja, TkT Osmo Seppälä käy puheenvuorossaan läpi vesihuoltoa yhteiskunnan eräänlaisena voiteluaineena.
-Toimiva vesihuolto on yhteiskunnan perustoimintojen kannalta aivan elintärkeä.
-Vesihuollon merkitys on suuri erityisesti kotitalouksissa juomavetenä ja hygienian ylläpidossa, terveydenhuollossa, elintarvike- ja muussa teollisuudessa, kiinteistöjen sammutusvetenä sekä maaseudulla myös eläinten juomavetenä, Seppälä luettelee.
-Vesi on myös keskeinen uusiutuva luonnonvara ja ihmisen perusoikeus. Ilmainen hyödyke se ei kuitenkaan
voi olla.

Suomen vesihuollon tulevaisuuden haasteina pidetään mm. ikääntyvää infrastruktuuria sekä väheneviä henkilöresursseja ja osaamista. Myöskään alan tutkimus ja koulutus eivät ole nyt sillä tasolla kuin pitäisi.
-Vesihuollon institutionaalinen rakenne on saatava toimivaksi. Pohdittavia asioita ovat mm. omistajuus,
omistajaohjaus, laitoskoko, organisointimuoto, oma työn ja ulkopuolisten palvelujen suhde, rahoitus sekä
päätöksenteko, Seppälä pohtii.

Myös vesihuoltolaitosten operatiivista toimintaa ja johtamista tulee Seppälän näkemyksen mukaan viedä
eteenpäin.
-Keinoina tässä näen mm. uudet johtamistyökalut ja –valmiudet, strategisen ja visionäärinen otteen, tuottavuuden ja tehokkuuden. Myös osaamisen kehittämiseen sekä tutkimukseen ja kehitykseen tulee panostaa.
-Kaiken kaikkiaan vesihuoltolaitokset tulee saada houkutteleviksi työpaikoiksi ja yhteistyökumppaneiksi.

Korkeatasoinen paneelikeskustelu
Seminaariosuuden päättää veden merkitystä pohtiva paneelikeskustelu, johon on saatu mukaan kiinnostavia
osallistujia tiedeyhteisöstä ja sen ulkopuolelta.

Paneelin puheenjohtajana toimii Suomen Akatemian pääjohtaja Markku Mattila. Poliitikkojen näkemystä
vesiasioihin tuo tamperelainen lääketieteen lisensiaatti, kaupunginvaltuutettu Maija Kajan.

Muita panelisteja ovat professori Ilari Karppi Tampereen yliopistosta, vesihuoltopäällikkö Juha Kotiranta,
Kurikan Vesiliikelaitoksesta, toimitusjohtaja Timo Maasilta Maa- ja vesitekniikan tuki ry:stä sekä Senior
Consultant Tauno Skyttä Espoosta.
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Maksuton, kaikille kiinnostuneille avoin seminaari alkaa ilmoittautumisella TTY:n Festia-salissa 19.8. klo
11.30.

Koko seminaarin ohjelma: http://www.uta.fi/yky/tutkimus/historia/projektit/argumenta/merkitys.html

Seminaarisarjaa rahoittaa Suomen Kulttuurirahasto Argumenta-rahoituksella. Toteuttajina ovat Tampereen
yliopiston (TAY) Ympäristöhistorian ja tekniikan historian tutkimusryhmä (IEHG) ja Tampereen teknillisen
yliopiston (TTY) Vesihuoltopalveluiden tutkimusryhmä CADWES-ryhmä sekä mm. näiden ryhmien muodostama Ympäristöpalveluiden ja johtamisen tutkimuskeskus (ICES).

_____________________________

Kirjoittaja
Toimittaja, viestintäkonsultti Vesa Keinonen vastaa viestinnästä Vesi- ja yhdyskuntien
kehitys -hankkeessa. FM Keinonen on toiminut projektipäällikkönä yli 10 vuotta tamperelaisissa teknologiakeskuksissa sekä ict-konsulttiyrityksissä. Nykyisin hän työskentelee Viestintä OK - viestintätoimistossa.
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Petri S. Juuti

Lessons from Finnish Water History
_____________________________
Abstract
Now, in the new millennium, we face enormous environmental problems all over the world. Especially
proper sanitation and clean water are needed desperately in many countries. At the Johannesburg Summit
countries committed themselves to halving the proportion of people lacking access to clean water and proper
sanitation by 2015. Is this possible? A historical study can provide solutions and even some evidence related
to this problem – in Finland we faced the same problems some 100 years ago and managed to solve them.
This article discusses water supply and sanitation development in Finland during the late 19 th and early 20th
century. The main focus of study are three Finnish cities: Tampere, Hämeenlinna, and Porvoo. The cities
were selected because of their different backgrounds. In the beginning of the studied period Finland was part
of the Russian Empire. Finland is used as a historical case study, but the field developed the same way in
several other countries. Therefore, it would also be possible to use anonymous case cities to make the results
more universal. But the results can be as universal even if the names of the cities are mentioned for reasons
of transparency. The main question is, can the water and sanitation problems be solved satisfactorily in a
relatively short time, within about a decade?

The examined issues will be the development of water supply, water use and sanitation services, patterns of
governance, access to clean water and proper sanitation in different areas of cities and the technical solutions
used.
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Sadly, the tragedy of the water crisis is not simply a result of lack of water but is, essentially, one of poor
water governance.
-The World Water Development Report 2003

Background
Now, in the new millennium, we face enormous environmental problems all over the world. Especially
proper sanitation and clean water are needed desperately in many countries. At the Johannesburg Summit
countries committed themselves to halving the proportion of people lacking access to clean water and proper
sanitation by 2015. Is this possible? A historical study can provide solutions and even some evidence related
to this problem – in Finland we faced the same problems some 100 years ago and managed to solve them.
Nowadays crises are more urgent because millions of people move into the major cities of the world's poorest countries. For example, in the early 1970s the Bangladeshi capital, Dhaka, had about 250,000 inhabitants.
Today it has more than 10 million. In the case countries, the City of Johannesburg had about 15,000 city
dwellers in the 1880s and in 1970 over 1.4 million –- today it has several millions. The City of Tampere
grew rapidly along with industrialisation; during the period 1835–-1921 its population increased from about
1,600 to over 40,000. Still, the problems are the same: rapid population growth and poor sanitation. In all the
above cases the city was a cesspool, a kind of septic tank, and the urban poor had no sanitation facilities
whatsoever. Especially children and women were in great danger.
“Water matters”, is what the UN said in 2002. Through the Johannesburg Plan of Implementation, countries
have committed themselves to the millennium target – to halve the proportion of people lacking access to
clean water and proper sanitation by 2015. At present, more than one billion people do not have access to
clean water and more than two billion lack access to proper sanitation. Water-borne diseases cause the death
of five to six million people in developing countries each year – some fifteen thousand a day. Enormous
efforts will be needed to meet the goal. How can it be achieved? Lessons learned from earlier industrialised
(urbanised) societies might help us understand the present crisis.1

During the last 10 years, more children have died from diarrhoea than people have been lost in armed conflicts since WWII. Water really matters. The current view on poverty eradication- or alleviation-related challenges and their linkages to the elements of well-being are shown in Fig. 1. Access to water supply and sanitation is one of the key issues in alleviating poverty through improved livelihoods and health as well as by
minimising vulnerability. A recent study shows that community water supply should have first priority in
water use in all societies (Katko & Rajala 2003).

1

This article is mainly based on: Juuti, Petri, Kaupunki ja vesi (City and Water), doctoral dissertation, University of Tampere 2001. See also: Katko,
Tapio, Water! 1997.
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Picture 1. The impact of water supply and sanitation on the general environmental dimensions of poverty.
The World Water Development Report 2003 pointed out the most extensive problem: “Sadly, the tragedy of
the water crisis is not simply a result of lack of water but is, essentially, one of poor water governance.”2

Methods
Study of long-term development requires detailed historical and inter-/multidisciplinary analysis. Historical
research tells us how various options and strategies were selected to solve the challenges of urbanisation.

One of the key theoretical starting points of the study is the path dependence theory. North (1990, p. vii), one
of the pioneers of New Institutional Economics, points out how history matters as “time and context”. This
understanding of history, however, is seriously deficient in two closely related aspects. On the one hand,
despite their allowance for path dependence, the models and concepts used are ahistorical, asocial, timeless,
and universal. History, time and context are confined to the random shocks, or other haphazard factors,
which lead to one rather than another pre-determined, if stochastic, path to be taken. According to Margolis
and Liebowitz (1997), a technological lock-in is a lock-in to something bad, or at least a lock-out of something better. Further, they point out that these lock-ins, bad economic consequences, are avoidable by small

2

WWDR, Unesco, 2003.
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but prudent interventions. In a way, they are analogical to the weak signals that futures researchers commonly try to identify.

The development stages of water supply and sanitation services can be roughly divided into three systems
and three stages. When searching for comparison points, it is not essential only to be situated temporally in
the same research period; of importance is also the level of the research object, i.e. water supply, which can
be divided roughly as follows:

1) Bucket systems

involving carrying

2) Protosystems

temporary and second best solutions

3) Modern systems

best available technology of the day (Juuti 2001).

Introduction
This article discusses water supply and sanitation development in Finland during the late 19 th and the early
20th century. The main focus of study are three Finnish cities: Tampere, Hämeenlinna, and Porvoo. The cities
were selected because of their different backgrounds. In the beginning of the studied period Finland was part
of the Russian Empire. Finland is used as a historical case study, but the field developed the same way in
several other countries. Therefore, it would also be possible to use anonymous case cities to make the results
more universal. But the results can be as universal even if the names of the cities are mentioned for reasons
of transparency. The main question is, can the water and sanitation problems be solved satisfactorily in a
relatively short time, within about a decade?

The examined issues will be the development of water supply, water use and sanitation services, patterns of
governance, access to clean water and proper sanitation in different areas of cities and the technical solutions
used.

At the beginning of study period, in 1810, the Finnish population was only 863,301 while at the end of the
period, in 1920, it was 3,147,600 – a nearly 3.6-fold increase.3
In 1911, 429,937 of the total Finnish population of 2,943 million lived in towns − only 14.6 per cent.4 In
other parts of the world, for example in South Africa, 24.7 per cent of the inhabitants lived in towns in 1911.
In Central Europe the figure was even bigger. Problems in cities were much the same as to water. Except for
some towns in South Africa and Finland, water supply was a major problem and the above mentioned rapid
economic development and urbanisation allowed and made it necessary to introduce modern water supply
3

4

Suomen tilastollinen vuosikirja 1952, p.5, 8, 10.
Suomen tilastollinen vuosikirja 1952, p.8, 10.
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and sanitation systems. In the case of Finland it may appear odd to refer to lack of clean water, because the
country has 188,000 lakes and thousands of rivers.
City fires were a great problem in Finland during the 19th century, even the capital city Turku burned down
in 1827. The main reason for big city fires was the building material (wood) and lack of pressurised water.
All cases are compared with D. Okun´s principles of sustainable water supply.5 The development stages and
different systems are also evaluated shortly. The development stages of water supply and sewerage systems
can be divided roughly into three systems and five stages. The points of comparison must represent research
subjects (water supply and sewerage) that are not only contemporary but also of a similar technological level.
The systems can be roughly divided as follows (Juuti 2001):

1) Bucket systems

Symbolised by the bucket, involves carrying

2) Protosystems

Second best system available, symbolised by the WC, involves leaking and
flushing

3) Modern systems

Symbolised by the drop with wavy lines, involves water circulation.6

The purpose is to show that various solutions for city infrastructure could have been feasible at different
times. This way, we can also avoid a predestined, technologically deterministic view of water supply and
sewerage advancing unavoidably towards the modern, “right” solution.

Table 1 shows the most characteristic features of the three systems. The bucket system is associated mostly
with the use of buckets or similar vessels to draw, carry and hold water from wells, springs and various natural water sources like rivers, lakes and rainwater. Transportation of wastewater and refuse was also done
with buckets to ditches, rubbish heaps and pits. The most characteristic feature of fire fighting during the
bucket-system period was the use of untrained people to put out fires with water transported by “bucket brigades”.

The period of rapid growth increased population density and demanded new structural solutions. The densely
built blocks of wooden houses, and later the first apartment houses, introduced new challenges to both water
supply and fire protection.Water acquisition, fire protection and refuse disposal all demanded new solutions
at the same time − otherwise the existence of the city would have been endangered.

5
6

Okun 1977, 4-7.
Classification by Juuti 2001.
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In the middle of growing environmental problems, great fires that ravaged cities, and heaps of refuse, the
protosystems were created to ease the problems. This solution demanded recognition of the fact that there
were problems, and that the decision makers had the will for change. They had to understand that the community should take care of these things. Drawing of water from the vicinity of the city, not from the city
area, was typical for the protosystem. This meant, for instance, wells and conveying untreated or mainly
slow-sand-filtered water by gravity through pipes to consumers.

Other main features were the building of sewers so that untreated waste- and stormwater could be led via a
combined system to nearby water bodies, and transportation of refuse to the immediate surroundings of the
city area or dumping it in a water system. The protosystem can be described by its operational principle: into
the pipe, out of the pipe. As always with prototypes, the system had defects.

Modern systems, on the other hand, were quite different from protosystems. They aimed at more sustainable
solutions than protosystems. The central features were extraction of groundwater or treated surface water
before leading it under high pressure to consumers, charging for water according to metered consumption,
use of elevated water reservoirs, and a separate sewer system and wastewater treatment. In this period fire
hydrants became available within the city area and permanent fire brigades were established.

The water supply systems of different cases are compared based on these classifications. The development of
water supply and sewerage has not progressed linearly from primitive systems to more complicated ones, or
from “bad” to “good” ones. The growth periods of cities, and especially their
preparedness to take responsibility for water supply, have been central issues.
In different time periods interests and methods have varied according to need,
readiness and what has been considered important.

Source:
http://www.cia.
gov/cia/publica
tions/factbook

Picture 2. Map of Finland.
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Cases: General background
The Finnish case cities are Tampere, an industrial inland city, Porvoo, a small medieval town on the coast,
and Hämeenlinna, another inland town. At the beginning of the studied period, the country’s economy was
based mainly on agriculture. Finland was an autonomous part of Russia in 1809−1917; it gained full independence in 1917.

Nowadays there are only a few major environmental concerns in Finland, such as water pollution due to industrial discharges, agricultural chemicals, and air pollution from manufacturing and power plants.
The three case cities represent different geographical locations; their technological choices were also different. (Table 2)

Tampere
The city of Tampere is situated approximately 140 kilometres northwest of Helsinki, the capital of Finland.
The city was established in 1779 along the rapids between two lakes, Näsijärvi and Pyhäjärvi, with an elevation difference of 18 metres between them. The centre of the city is traversed by the nearly one kilometre
long Tammerkoski Rapids around which the city and its industry originally grew up. The rapids, running
from north to south, flow through a gap in the eskar formation separating the lakes. The eskar is one of the
highest traverse ridges in the world formed during the Ice Age. Nowadays, Tampere is the largest inland city
in the Nordic countries and the third largest city in Finland with a population of 200,000.
The first municipal “water pumping installation” in Tampere, and probably the whole country, was founded
in 1835. The system was quite simple and constituted a so-called bucket system. The first water-protection
regulation enacted in Tampere concerned this system.7 The period of rapid growth in Tampere started a few
years later.8

At the beginning, Tampere was like a farmhouse on a grand scale, with pigs and cows roaming about. As the
city grew, rural living habits began to disappear and the city began to lose its metabolic ties with the surroundings. For instance, nutrients were no longer put back into circulation to be eaten by pigs or to improve
the soil. Instead, they were removed as refuse and deposited in rubbish heaps, dumps, and only later, in the
water systems along the sewers. Where no network of sewers existed, wells started to become polluted, and
there was no longer enough pure water for the people.

7

8

Tampere city record office, minutes of city administrative court 3.4.1838.
Rasila 1984, 131.
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Polluted water and unhygienic living conditions created a favourable environment for epidemics, like the
typhoid fever. A similar sequence of events occurred also in several other European cities. Tampere is, however, an exceptional case because of the rapid growth made possible by industrialisation. Both the problems
and their solutions soon became visible. Along with industrialisation the city grew rapidly; during the main
research period of 1835–1921 the population rose from about 1,600 to over 40,000.9

The evolution of sewerage began with free-flowing ditches extending from the northern parts of the old city
to Lake Pyhäjärvi and the rapids. As years went by and Tampere grew, the ditches were straightened, opened
and covered. These measures, however, proved to be insufficient and the dirt and filth continued to spread.
The exacerbated problem forced the decision makers of Tampere to work out a plan for underground sewerage following the hygienic reform started in England and personified by W. Chadwick10. That started the
transition from the bucket system to the protosystem.

When the growth of the city accelerated due to industrialisation, problems began to accumulate: there was
not enough water and what little there was, was of a poor quality. A discussion about changing this bad situation started. The first major undertaking in Tampere was the founding of the “Sundhetskommittén i Tammerfors” (Public health committee: Swedish was the administrative language then) called the “temperance committee” by contemporaries. The committee started its work in 1866, inspired, for instance, by the example of
London: members knew closely the reform started in England and aimed to adapt its doctrines to Finland.11

The local newspaper Tampereen Sanomat followed the work of the committee closely and considered it progressive.12 The first aim of the committee was to organise drainage in parts of the city. It proposed the building of a sewer network as a remedy based on the fact that the typhoid problem was worst in the least drained
area of the city. The committee’s report clearly shows that the members’ beliefs about the causes of disease
were consistent with the miasma theory. According to this theory, diseases are born in wet and contaminated
soil as organic material decomposes. The construction of sewers was a way to get rid of that. Thus, the
model came directly from England, not from any other city in Finland.13
The building of sewers in Tampere started after four decades of discussion in 1876. 14 The 1879 public health
decree obliged the city to prepare a plan for a sewer system commensurate with the estimated population size
10 years later. The city administrators took seriously the deficiencies in sewerage and the demands of the

9

Rasila 1984, 131.

10

See Hamlin C. 1998. Chadwick and sanitary movement in the U.K.
Tampere city record office, minutes of city administrative court 27.11.1866; Juuti 2001, 67-70.
12
Tampereen Sanomat 5.3.1867.
13
Tampere city record office, minutes of city administrative court 30.1.1867; Porter 1999, 79-82; Juuti 2001, 70-71.
14
Tampere city record office, minutes of city council 18.8.1875; Juuti 2001, 71.
11
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government: starting in the early 1880s the municipal health board repeatedly exhorted the city to expand
and upgrade its sewerage system.

The construction of a water supply system in Tampere was, however, forgotten because of the failure of the
system tried in 1835, until a fire raised the issue again in 1865 after 30 houses burned. Finland and other
Nordic countries badly needed water supply systems, since most houses were wooden at the time.15 Then, the
very same year the industrialist Wilhelm von Nottbeck suggested to the City Board that a privately owned
waterworks be constructed in the city to fight the feared fires. A tender was requested from von Nottbeck,
because there already was a water pipe and sprinkler systems serving Finlayson’s cotton mill owned mainly
by von Nottbeck.16

Since the proposed privately owned waterworks would have meant a quite big financial risk to the city, the
City Board decided to reject the proposal by von Nottbeck and to build a water pipe for itself. This plan was
presented in an editorial in the local newspaper on 25 June 1866 aptly titled “Lusted after water pipe”. 17
That editorial was the first time the water question was dealt with extensively − it especially made it clear
that the plant was necessary for fire protection. It also pointed out how it would make life easier and improve
health, although not as vehemently as it praised the contribution to fire protection.

The editorial started a general discussion about sewers and water pipes. Yet, the discussion started slowly.
After the rejection of von Nottbeck’s proposal, the city sought expert knowledge and contractors from the
private sector, such as Mr. Malakias Pasi in 1874. He was a rural entrepreneur who was known to have made
a lot of wooden constructions. The next year the City Board decided “to leave the matter of conveying water
to a committee to decide”. This meant the start of a new era in the history of water supply in Tampere: ever
since all plans and projects have been initiated by the city.18

At the end of the 1880s, the Finnish people followed closely the development of the bacteriological revolution and hygienic reform started in England. Slowly the miasma theory began to lose ground.19 In this phase,
the discussion about the water question started to get livelier. A. Ahlberg, a civil engineer and later the city’s
first health official, made in 1880 the first proposal consistent with the modern system. It was, however, rejected by the City Council. This was probably due to the public health decree issued a year before, although

15

See Jutikkala 1999, 239-254.

16

Tampere city record office, minutes of city administrative court 18.10.1865, 22.11.1865; Juuti 2001, 73-75.
17
Katko T., Juuti P. & Hukka 2002, 294-297.
18
Tampere city record office, minutes of city administrative court 28.9.1874; Juuti 2001, 77-79.
19
K.F.M. in Duodecim 1885, number 6-7, 66-73, number 8-9, 92-131; Terveydenhoitolehti 1897, numbers 1, 3, 6, 8-9; Juuti 2001, 85-87.
20
Tampere city record office, minutes of city council 21.4.1880; Tampereen Sanomat 10.3.1880.
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the proposal would have exceeded the requirements of the decree. The local newspaper Tampereen Sanomat
commented on the proposal in a positive tone.20
Ahlberg’s suggestion was the first extensive plan on water supply and sewerage. It covered all the key points
of building a water pipe up to its social effects. The greatest problem with it would probably have been the
suggested house-specific water charge; metering was to be introduced later. Ahlberg aimed to satisfy the
demand for water over a long time, not to provide a temporary solution to meet an immediate shortage. It
would have been an extensive and far-sighted modern system, with only some features of a protosystem.21

The first actual waterworks in Tampere, a clear protosystem, was completed in 1882. No attention was paid
to the critique presented by Ahlberg when it was built. The main newspaper in the city, Aamulehti, strongly
advocated the establishment of the waterworks. The low-pressure system did not, however, meet the requirements and the working principles of a modern waterworks: it was rejected as poorly functioning and
incapable of being expanded after extensive critique on the pages of Aamulehti. Especially the inadequate
pressure, the quality of water and the selling of water without metering were problems. However, it incorporated several principles of modern water works, although perhaps of lower technical standard.22

Tampereen Sanomat also wrote about the water question, but not as extensively (for example on 27.2.1886).
The increasing amount of newspaper articles and the information disseminated through professional papers
made people understand that the problems in water supply and sewerage could be solved.

Frequent fires and the various epidemics gave city officials and inhabitants the determination needed to establish water and sewerage systems. In 1890 the City Council of Tampere requested C. Hausen, the engineer
of the Helsinki waterworks, to prepare a plan for a new high-pressure facility. The plan, based on latest research, was presented the same year, but was accepted only after a long debate in 1895.23

The facility was completed on 22.11.1898, but not on the scale of the original plan. Aamulehti followed
closely the matter and urged that a decision be made, when the process became drawn out. The paper also
monitored closely the building process and the opening ceremonies were publicised prominently.

The new high-pressure waterworks provided safety and comfort. However, since the suggested slow sand
filtration was rejected and the outlets of the sewers were too close to intake pipes, the efficiency of the new
facility was also its weakness: later typhoid fever spread fast over a wide area aided by the water pipe net-

21

Juuti 2001, 79-82.
Juuti 2001, 82-86; Aamulehti 19.4.1882, 25.4.1889, 27.7.1890 etc.
23
See Hietala M., Services and Urbanization at the Turn of the Century. The Diffusion of Innovations (Helsinki, 1987).
22
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work. Security was essentially increased when a regular fire brigade was founded in Tampere the same year.
The lack of a water pipe had also caused various other difficulties, extra work and trouble. After the founding of the waterworks, it was a great relief for the city’s inhabitants not to have to carry and transport water
and also to get rid of the fire-fighting duty after a transition period. This increased the comfort and security
of the inhabitants. In Tampere this quite long process also improved, after some setbacks, the sanitary situation and the appearance of the city area.

Sufficient water for fire fighting became available i cities only after the emergence of high-pressure waterworks and professional fire brigades. This was the case both in Tampere and Oulu, since both cities had initially low-pressure waterworks. It is probable that the decisions in Tampere were known well in Oulu as the
two cities followed closely developments in each other’s water supply and sewerage. In addition, Tampere
and Oulu used same external experts, like Hausen from Helsinki.24 Networking of experts in the Finnish
water sector was quite advanced already in the last years of the 19 th century. Besides, Finnish experts and
civil servants went on numerous fact-finding tours abroad (Sweden, England and Central Europe) to familiarise themselves with the foreign solutions.25

Problems with water quality were also largely solved only after the introduction of high-pressure waterworks, although Tampere needed a severe typhoid epidemic before economically minded decision makers
realised the necessity of efficient water treatment. There had been knowledge of proper equipment and the
dangers of not having it for years as a result of the domestic expert network and the active foreign connections.26

In 1916, one year before independence, hundreds of people died which finally prompted the necessary decisions to be made which Aamulehti had been determinedly advocating for. In Helsinki, Hämeenlinna and
Lahti the problems were not as great, because they did not use untreated surface water. Lahti was using good
quality groundwater from the Laune spring, Hämeenlinna used groundwater from Ahvenisto, and Helsinki
used from the beginning surface water treated with slow sand filters. These modern systems were thus safer
than the one in Tampere. In addition, the other cities were taking care of their wastewaters in a modern way
compared to the protosystem in Tampere: in Lahti the wastewaters from the entire planned city area were
treated already in 1910. The facility in Lahti was the most advanced in Finland then. The systems in
Hämeenlinna and Turku also surpassed the one in Tampere in most areas since they were using safer
groundwater.27

24

Katko 1996, 52; Juuti 2001, 141–164.
See Hietala 1987.
26
Koskinen 1995, 54-55, 64, 77; Juuti 2001, 140-164, 182-185.
27
Aamulehti 16.4.1915; Koskinen 1995, 54-55; Juuti 2001, 140-164, 182-185.
25
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Apparently economic interests also stirred up a dispute since some people were afraid that the costs were
going to be shared by everyone while only a few could enjoy the advantages. In Tampere there was no opposition to the waterworks at any point, only some details aroused criticism in Aamulehti. In Hämeenlinna the
committee preparing the plan for the waterworks followed the principle of not forcing the facility on the
public. It thought that the importance and necessity of the facility were so well known that no discussion was
needed. This nearly destroyed the whole plan. With hindsight it can be said that the importance and necessity
of the waterworks were not a big enough factor to sell it, at least, to the local newspaper Hämeen Sanomat. 28

The other side of the water question, i.e., sewerage also had to be solved. The public health decree of 1879
obliged cities to do so since the act required that levelling of the city areas was to be carried out. In Tampere,
engineer Bergbom and architect Calonius proposed in 1882 to the City Council that the city should draw up a
sewerage plan for the needs of the city west of the rapids. Engineer C. O. Helenius did make a plan, according to which sewers were to be built of bricks. A plan for a sewer for the city east of the rapids was completed in 1883 and for the rest in 1894. This is how the protosystem for sewerage was introduced − the forerunner of the modern system.29

Although the wettest area of the city was drained and hygiene improved, lakes were still being polluted since
wastewater was not treated. The bucket was replaced by a drainpipe, and the problems were flushed out of
sight untreated to the nearest water systems as is typical of protosystems. Luckily wastewaters were not used
for irrigation like in Germany and France30 at that time. This kept the groundwater unpolluted.
In the beginning of the 20th century the raw water basin of Tampere, Lake Näsijärvi, was polluted and typhoid epidemics were plaguing the inhabitants. The threat of typhoid fever and other diseases spreading
through water was removed in 1917, the year of Finland’s independence, when chlorination of water was
started. There have been no typhoid epidemics in Tampere since. The modern system did not, however, include collection and treatment of wastewater.31

The typhoid epidemic, for its part made, local decision makers examine the question of community and industrial wastewaters. For various economic reasons it was finally decided not to do anything about the

28

Juuti 2001, 155-164.
Tampere city record office, minutes of city council 25.5.1887; Juuti 2001, 90-100.
30
Reid, 1991.
29

31

Juuti 2001, 182-185. The inhabitants of the peripheries were not necessarily in a worse position than the inhabitants of a city centre. The peripheries relied for long on wells and latrines. For instance, in the suburb of Pispala, people organised water distribution based on a clear protosystem
managed by a local co-operative. They largely escaped the great typhoid epidemics in Tampere, mostly due to their isolation. A somewhat similar
case occurred in 1892 in Altona-Hamburg in Germany where people living in adjoining areas were saved from cholera depending on whether they
drank treated or untreated water. A system does not necessarily have to be of a high technical level, if the water source is protected or isolated. But
surface water must be treated. Evans R., Death in Hamburg. Society and Politics in the Cholera Years 1830-1910 (Oxford, 1987), 189-192, 289-299.
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wastewater at that time: it was assumed that the Tammerkoski Rapids could purify it sufficiently. Yet, the
situation in Tampere was considerably better than in certain cities in Germany: in Tampere the amount of
wastewater was only a fraction of the amount of supplied water. The matter was taken up again only in the
1950s, and in 1962 the first wastewater treatment plant was completed in Rahola, for the western suburbs of
the city. Then, finally, Tampere had a modern water and sewerage system in every respect, although it did
not cover the entire city.32

During the typhoid epidemics, there were discussions about whether Tampere should begin to use groundwater, which in terms of healthfulness and taste was better than the water of Lake Näsijärvi. Extensive groundwater inventories were made in the surroundings of the city and a quite rich groundwater source was found
in Vuohenoja.

The matter was considered and explored for a decade and active discussions were held at times. The result
was, however, that in 1920 the City Council finally abandoned the plans for establishing a groundwater intake in Vuohenoja. It was thought that the groundwater would not suffice for the needs of the growing city.
Aamulehti followed closely the inventories. Mostly it referred to the decisions of various officials, but some
writings favoured the groundwater option. After the decision, a solution other than groundwater had to be
found, and in 1921 the City Council approved the building of a plant using surface water with rapid sand
filtration. The idea of using groundwater in Tampere was not reintroduced until the 1950s.33

The new Kaupinoja surface water intake that started operating in 1928 was in a safe place. The water from
Lake Näsijärvi was chlorinated and filtered by sand filters. Another new plant for the western parts of the
city was built in Mältinranta, upstream of the rapids in 1931.34

In Tampere many decisions have been made on water and wastewater management that have affected the
development and the environment:

Strong industrialisation made the city grow rapidly and, thus, created also problems. Industry needed vast
amounts of water while the city water supply was still at the bucket system level. The biggest factories built
their own proto-level systems. The actions, on the whole, were initiated by demand.

32

Aamulehti was no longer keenly interested in the wastewater question: it mostly reported the decisions of various administrative organs. Interest
was aroused again after the lakes became indisputably polluted by the turn of the 1960s.
33
Juuti & Katko 1998, 101-107; Juuti 2001, 190-194.
34
After World War II the water works grew rapidly. At the turn of the 1960s, precedence was given to the quality problems of raw water caused by
forest industry pollution along the lake nearby. Lake Roine, situated in a neighbouring municipality, became the new source of raw water in 1972. It
constituted at the time one of the best raw water basins in the country. It is planned that by 2008 a regional water supply system based on ground
water through artificial recharge will serve the city and its neighbours. Thus the question on whether to use ground or surface water has been there for
a century.
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The waterworks was excellently suited for the needs of fire fighting. There were no great fires in the city
after the founding of a waterworks and the fire department. The choice of the pressure level, the charging
based on metered consumption, the selection of materials and machinery, the working methods and the financing of the project were especially successful in Tampere.

The biggest threat to people was removed when the chlorination of raw water started after the typhoid epidemics in 1917. More efficient water treatment followed after some years and improved the situation even
more. On the nationallevel, the health situation improved after the founding of waterworks, especially typhoid fever cases decreased with the exception of a few epidemics and the civil war period in 1918. In 1919
infant mortality was lower in the cities than in the countryside; earlier the situation was the reverse. At least
in this respect, the cities had become healthier places to live than the countryside.

The environmental threat began to decline only after improvements in industrial processes and the building
of the Rahola wastewater treatment plan (1962).

Hämeenlinna
Fires, and the water required to put them out, were crucial in making Finnish towns realise that they must
develop water supply systems. This was the case also in Hämeenlinna. For instance, a fire that started in
December 1876 burned almost out of control as a result of an inadequate supply of fire-fighting water. After
the fire, Governor von Ammondt demanded an explanation for the poor outcome of the fire-fighting efforts.
It was discovered that in addition to the inadequate water supply, the fire alarm had also been given too
late.35

In the 1880s city fathers started to regard the shortage of water as an increasingly serious problem which
resulted in a number of initiatives for settling the issue. The first extensive proposal was prepared by the
agronomist Bremer in 1889 commissioned by the City Council. He suggested that water be drawn from Lake
Ahvenisto, but no action followed. The detailed proposal by the merchant F. Kiuttu for the construction of a
water pipe at the end of 1890 had a similar fate.36

In August 1880 a Public Health Decree came into force in Finland which required establishing special boards
for overseeing public health. The first documented meeting of such a board in Hämeenlinna took place in
1882, and the first authority to oversee sector ordinances, a health officer, assumed office at the beginning of
1890. The poor drinking water situation in the city kept the board busy. Consequently, it suggested to the
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Koskimies 1966; Juuti & Rajala & Katko 2000, 19-22.
Hämeenlinna town council, record of arrived documents 1887-1889, 47/1889, 14.5.1899; record of arrived documents 1890-1892,104/1890;
Minutes of counselors, 21.6.1889 §9, 19.7.1889 §9, 6.9.1889 §10, 8.11.1889 §25, 21.3.1890 §4.
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council already in 1901 that the latter set up a water-works-construction fund that could be enlarged gradually. The proposal did not receive enough support at the time.37

The first implemented plan for a water supply and sewer system was prepared by the engineer Hugo Lilius in
1908. Accordingly, a depression south of Lake Ahvenisto was selected as the location of a water intake plant
since a sufficient amount of groundwater, ”a layer of at least 20 metres”, had been discovered there. The
water was under enough pressure to rise through pipes into a concrete reservoir from which it was pumped to
a water tower. The tower, again, provided sufficient pressure to serve the entire network. The water supply
committee asked the City Engineer of Vyborg, B. Gagneur, for his opinion about the plan. He supported it.
Actual construction started in April 1910. The work was supervised by B. Gagneur and building engineer
Otto Tolonen was the site foreman.38

The decisions made at the founding stage of the water works have proven quite forward-looking. The selection of groundwater from the Ahvenisto eskar area instead of lake water was a sustainable solution, although
it was criticised during planning. The rest of the technology, such as pipe materials, also represented the best
available then. The positioning of fire hydrants in the middle of streets was, however, a mistake. Starting in
1926 they were gradually repositioned along the sides of streets.39

A sewerage system was completed concurrently with the water works in 1910. The system was planned with
a possible wastewater treatment plant in mind: all the main sewer lines led to the northern side of the city. A
sewage pumping station and a pressurised sewer were also built. The city was also levelled to allow determining the proper routing of the gravity sewer lines. On its completion, the Hämeenlinna water and sewage
works was the eight such facility in the country.40

The city medical officer, Viktor Manner, was a key actor in the public health board and the water pipe committee, an expert organ which dealt with plans concerning the water works. Undauntingly he pushed for the
establishment of a water works stressing its health benefits. The local newspaper, Hämeen Sanomat, opposed
vehemently the water works promoted by Manner. The critique maintained by the paper was valuable in that
the networks that were built later extended also to the working-class quarter of Myllymäki. Such strong opposition was, however, exceptional in Finland as a whole − it was party-political to some extent.41 The water
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and sewage works was completed in November 1910. After the inauguration ceremony Hämeen Sanomat
changed its mind and wrote in a positive tone about the water facility.42

Alongside Manner and other municipal actors, several Finnish key water-sector experts such as Huber, Gagneur and Wasenius were involved in the establishment of the water works. Thus, the project was carried out
with the help of a wide network of experts.

Prior to the establishment of the waterworks, the state of the environment in Hämeenlinna had deteriorated
quickly endangering the health of the population. The waterworks and the sewerage system improved the
condition of the built environment. Because a wastewater treatment plant was not built initially, domestic
wastewaters loaded the environment. Since the city started treating wastewaters in 1966, and the new Paroinen wastewater treatment plant was completed in 1990, the pollution load on water bodies from domestic
wastewater has decreased significantly.

Porvoo
Porvoo is assumed to have been founded in 1346, although the exact year is not certain. What is known with
certainty is that Porvoo is Finland’s second oldest city. The Porvoo River got its name in the 14th century
from the ground fortress built on Linnamäki; it later became the name of the city as well. The name originates from the Swedish word Borgå (borg = castle, å = river). Since 1913 Porvoo City Water Works has been
operating as a municipal utility with economic autonomy.43

For centuries the townspeople got along using traditional water sources: wells, springs and surface waters.
As the population, and population density, increased and water became scarce and the environment started
showing symptoms of deterioration, new measures were called for. One such measure was municipal water
supply. First, gradual construction of a sewerage system was launched already at the end of the 19th century.
A waterworks was founded in 1913 following a long period of discussion and planning. Since its establishment Porvoo City Water Works has been a municipal utility operating in accordance with the economic and
operational goals laid down by the City Council. In keeping with general Finnish practice, a sewerage system
was built alongside the waterworks. The first wastewater treatment plants came into being in the 1970s.

Porvoo originally grew up as a trading centre, and it continues to be an attractive hub of business and commerce. The volume of retail trade in Porvoo makes it one of the country’s bigger municipal centres. Old Porvoo is famous for its narrow lanes and brick-red riverside warehouses. The low wooden houses in the Empire-style part of the city were built according to the classical town plan based on blocks. The home of
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Hämeen Sanomat newspaper 24.11.1910.
The initial case study was Juuti P., Rajala R. & Katko T., Aqua Borgoensis, (Porvoo, 2003).
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Finland’s national poet, Johan Ludvig Runeberg, one of Porvoo’s most popular tourist attractions, lies
there.44

Documents mention Porvoo Parish already in the early 14th century. For hundreds of years the city extracted
water from wells, springs and the Porvoo River. Although great fires did not occur in Porvoo as often as in
other Finnish cities, the founding of a waterworks was facilitated by the fear of fires and the scarcity and
poor quality of well water. The environment also became polluted as habitation spread; the problems came to
a head especially in the poor sections of the city such as Pappilanmäki.

Before the establishment of the waterworks most houses had a well in the yard. Several public wells also
existed – the first mention of one dates back to 1622, but it is likely that there were some already earlier.
Water was also drawn from the river. The best known public well was a so-called Laska well. The Rehtorin
lähde (Headmaster’s spring) at the corner of Vuorikatu and Rihkamakauppiaankatu streets was considered
the only source of good water in town in the 18th century. Another well-known public well was the Brakan
luukku (a covered well).45

After well-water quality deteriorated and water levels fell, new ways of satisfying water needs had to be invented. The risk of fires also speeded up the organising of water supply. Despite various reforms, the bucket
remained the key implement in water supply, latrines and waste disposal until the end of the 19th century.
Sewers were laid to get rid of rain waters that flowed into basements and also hindered movement of people.
At that time, people still believed in the so-called miasma theory according to which humidity and dirty air
spread disease. Yet, this belief for its part also facilitated the introduction of sewerage.46
House owners had an economic incentive to have public sewerage in town – before, they were responsible
for the maintenance of ditches and sewers along their section of the street. The organisation of water supply
was speeded up by the poor quality and shortage of well water and the need for fire-fighting water.47

The know-how to solve the water problem was acquired at least from Stockholm and Helsinki. However, the
first initiative came from within the town: professor Strömborg, involved in town administration, suggested
as early as 1889 that a water works be established to solve the problem. House owners also supported the
idea. A water works utilising groundwater was completed a quarter of a century later in 1913.48
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The Porvoo Water Works was designed by the director of Helsinki Water Works, Albin Skog, who designed
the first waterworks of several other Finnish towns. The contractor was Yleinen Insinööritoimisto, YIT –
Allmänna Ingeniörsbyrå, AIB. The headquarters of that company was in Stockholm; it established a branch
office in Finland in 1912. The Porvoo Water Tower was the company’s first actual project in Finland and the
beginning of its later growth into a leading sector contractor in this country. Construction of sewers had
started already at the end of the 19th century.49

The total project budget stayed quite well within the planned framework. The financing arrangements were
also skilful and advantageous to the city. However, the initial estimates on the sufficiency of water appear
too optimistic in hindsight due to population growth. During the first few years it was noticed that the water
was not sufficient for the growing needs. The city newspaper, Borgåbladet, reported often about this development.50

The measures undertaken made the built environment safer and eliminated immediate problems. Reforms in
fire services also increased safety. The evolution of the sewerage system started from open ditches. As the
city grew, the ditches were straightened, dug open and covered. However, this was not enough, and the
growing problems made the city’s decision makers plan an underground sewerage system following the English example. Thus, progress from the bucket system to a proto system began. Development of a sewerage
system was well on its way even though a wastewater plant was not yet built along with the waterworks.51

The Kaupunginhaka Water Works proved to be an interim solution in hindsight. Yet, its performance improved, and since 1921 the utility turned a profit. Despite the large investments early on, it continued to
grow. Thanks to the selection of the groundwater alternative, Porvoo avoided major problems such as epidemics which occurred in cities using surface water. The new facility completed in Linnanmäki in 1923
ended the water shortage, but quality problems, such as an excessive iron content, remained unsolved.52
If a house owner wanted to connect to the city’s water supply in 1913, he had to submit a written application.
A written contract was always required for water supply; the term of notice was three months. The regulations governing the water pipe of the City of Porvoo from 1913 read as follows:
“Each plot to which water is led is to have its own pipe extending from the street pipe to the water meter.
The waterworks shall procure and lay said pipe at the expense of the house owner, charging the fee con-
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firmed by the council, in the order applications are submitted and performance of the city’s own works allows; the city also undertakes to put right without charge any possible defects in the pipes due to poor workmanship or materials for a period of one year.”53
Since the beginning water fees were charged based on the readings of the city’s meters. The waterworks
ordered the meters to be installed where: “basic and surface water cannot penetrate into the dial housing to
obstruct its reading, the meter is not exposed to subzero temperatures or other harmful influences, and the
meter is accessible enough to allow attaching, reading and removing it without hindrance”.54 If a house
owner doubted the accuracy of his water meter, he could ask the waterworks to check it. If the reading error
was less than five per cent, the house owner had to pay the costs of inspection. This rule is still in force 90
years later.
It was not always possible for house owners to connect to the city’s water supply network. For instance, in
the old town the bedrock lying close to the surface prevented the laying of a water pipe. Public standposts
were provided for these consumers; the key required to use them could only be given to the occupants of the
house. Care had to be exercised in the use of the standposts also in other respects. Persons on poor relief
could use water free of charge. In 1914 there were a total of 159 water connections and consumption was
around seven cubic metres per inhabitant. In 1952 connections numbered 520 and consumption was up to 38
cubic metres per inhabitant annually. In 1940, during the Winter War, water consumption dropped significantly since a major portion of the city’s population had been evacuated.55

In the first half of the 20th century the water supply of Porvoo rural district depended on private wells.
Alongside them the largest water consumers started to build their own modest water pipes. Water shortage
encouraged co-operation between inhabitants. This led later to consumer-owned and administered water cooperatives and common wells. The rural district concentrated on supplying water to its own institutions and
offices in the early 1900s and maintained a few public wells and latrines.56 In the early part of the 20th century public health requirements gradually tightened and the importance of hygiene was stressed. Well water
quality was monitored closely, for instance, at schools. Deficiencies were remedied quite promptly. Yet, the
state of the environment deteriorated badly in places due to the high increase in living standards and the
spread of flush toilets among other things. For instance, in 1969 the board of health noted that the water bodies were polluted to such an extent that only a few beaches had water that was safe to swim in.57
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The water supply and sewerage system of Porvoo rural district has made use of the expertise and services of
authorities, other water utilities and the private sector from the beginning. For instance, water analyses were
commissioned from Porvoo City Laboratory. Designs and construction work were commissioned from companies. Intermunicipal co-operation in water supply and sewerage was also practiced at one time with the
City of Porvoo. At first, the rural district bought water from the city’s waterworks. When the Saksanniemi
waterworks of the rural district became operational in 1975 the roles switched and the district supplied water
also to the city. The Päijänne Water Tunnel was among the most prominent projects of intermunicipal cooperation in the metropolitan area. The rural district took part in its financing in order to secure the raw water
needs of the petrochemical industry.58

The new Linnanmäki water intake plant was finished in January 1923. A concrete well 8 metres deep was
dug in Linnanmäki, and water was pumped by two large centrifugal pumps to the city through a six-inch cast
iron pipe 610 metres long. Originally the water was treated only by adding soda lye to increase pH. The water intake plant operated satisfactorily for the first years. In 1923 about 70 per cent, and the next year 87 per
cent, of the water need was covered by it. The rest came from the Kaupunginhaka pumping station. But the
water was quite rich in iron and carbon dioxide. Especially water that sat in the pipe overnight produced
thick layers of iron deposits. When the water started to flow again, these “rust specks” worked loose and
consumers got “beer-coloured” water. The engineer Skog was asked to help, and he designed an iron removal plant incorporating aeration of raw water, iron precipitation by adding lime water, filtration and storage of clean water in a tank.59

The original water supply network was built using steel piping. Later cast iron pipes were introduced as they
are more durable. Plastic piping became prevalent in Finland in the 1960s, first as water pipes in the countryside and later also as sewer pipes. Construction of the city’s sewer system began already in the late 1800s. At
the time, larger conduits were made of natural stone and smaller ones of glazed clay pipes. The pipe network
was built as a combined sewer – a separate sewer system was adopted only in the 1960s. 32

In Porvoo the waterworks and the sewerage system improved the condition of the built environment. A
wastewater treatment plant was not built initially and domestic wastewaters loaded the environment. Since
the city started treating wastewaters in 1973, and the new Hermanninsaari wastewater treatment plant was
completed in 2001, the pollution load on water bodies from domestic wastewater has decreased significantly.
A growing population and a higher living standard were a danger to the environment and people’s health also
in the rural district: e.g. in 1968 only half of the wells contained water of good quality and the swimming
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waters were polluted. The situation in the rural district started to improve slowly after the first Hermanninsaari wastewater treatment plant started operating in 1974.

The majority of the people were no longer faced with a water shortage after the completion of the first waterworks in 1914, but the needs of the growing population and increasing demand could not be satisfied until
1924. Water quality problems came to a head in the 1960s and ’70s as the network reached the age when
rehabilitation became necessary. For consumers this meant an extra drawback: e.g. the service life of hot
water boilers was very short. These problems were eliminated by the new Sannainen plant in 1982.

Conclusions
D. Okun mentions five principles of sustainable water supply: (i) The uniqueness of water projects, (ii) Efficiencies and economies of scale, (iii) Integration of water supply, sewerage and pollution control services,
(iv) Sound financial policies, and (v) A preference for pure rather than polluted sources of potable water.60

At least the first and second principles of Okun on sustainable water supply were adhered to in sector development in the case cities. Local expert knowledge was used amply and tailored for the conditions of Tampere – even too religiously considering the elimination of slow sand filtration. The dimensioning of the 1898
waterworks was a success despite some criticism during the planning period. The estimates of the planners
and specialists about the growth of the city and the required capacity and extension possibilities of the waterworks proved to be correct. Okun’s first principle was applied successfully in Hämeenlinna. The expertise
of several Finnish key water-sector experts such as Huber, Gagneur and Wasenius was utilised in the establishment of the water works. Thus, the project was carried out with the help of a wide network of experts.
The expertise was utilised and adapted to the conditions of Hämeenlinna. Okun’s first principle was applied
successfully in Porvoo. The expertise of the director of Helsinki Water Works, the engineer Albin Skog, was
utilised and adapted to the conditions of Porvoo. However, the dimensioning of the first water intake plant in
Kaupunginhaka was off. The estimates of designers and experts about the growth of the city and the related
capacity and expansion needs of the waterworks were too low, and the planning of an expansion had to start
almost immediately.

The second principle applies to the several water co-operatives that have cropped up in the rural district of
Porvoo since the late 1990s, to which the works sells water. A joint water and sewage works for the entire
area would, however, be too expensive at today’s population density. In Hämeenlinna the Vuorentaa water
supply association was established in 1921 in the Hämeenlinna rural district. In 1973 the city’s water works
assumed responsibility for the association´s system. A joint water and sewage works for the entire area
would, however, be too expensive at today’s population density.
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The environmental monitoring mentioned in connection with the third principle began in its earliest form in
Finnish cities with the enactment of the 1879 Public Health Decree. It required, for instance, cities to measure the relative elevations of different city areas which was a precondition for sewerage planning. Health and
environmental issues were the responsibility of a board of health which also saw to it that good quality water
was provided for the inhabitants. Water charging, according to Okun’s fourth principle, was based on metered consumption from the beginning. This allowed rational development of the works which, in the light of
examples, would likely have failed with different charging principles. An exception were public standposts,
which had been in use for tens of years, and gave water against payment of a fixed water fee. For example,
the Hämeenlinna and Porvoo waterworks operated this service at a loss, but it introduced equality into the
distribution of water for citizens before the piped network reached the working class neighbourhoods.

The combining of water acquisition, sewerage and environmental protection in Tampere started on the
threshold of the crisis of 1909. Ever since that year, the food inspection office of the city supervised the quality of water in Tampere. It was decided to finance the activity on the basis of metered consumption (cf.
Okun’s principle 4.) following the failed system of lot-based charging with the low-pressure solution. This
has made possible the sensible development of the utility, which probably would not have been possible in
light of the examples with other charging principles.

The fifth principle, utilisation of groundwater, was the right solution in Hämeenlinna in light of what was
known then. In Porvoo the later problems with iron and salt showed that solutions that appear indisputable
are not necessarily sustainable over the long term, but one must be prepared for surprises. The Linnanmäki
water works built in 1924 eliminated the old water shortage problem, but quality problems remained a nuisance for decades. It can be said that perpetual quality problems were solved only by the completion of the
Sannainen artificial groundwater plant in 1982 which did away with the “beer-coloured” water. The so-called
VYR equipment installed in Linnanmäki plant in 1971 also turned out to be a temporary solution – it saw
daily use for only about three years.

The fifth principle is the most delicate issue in the history of the water supply in Tampere: preference was
not given to better quality groundwater in spite of various warning signs, but the decision makers stuck with
untreated surface water which contained unclean wastewater. The result was a catastrophe, from which it
took the city a long time to recover. And even then better quality groundwater was not used – mainly because of the quarrels among specialists. Treated surface water and a better protected intake area were chosen
instead of groundwater. Only decades later did groundwater become part of the water supply of Tampere.

These principles are mainly related to the city water supply and sanitation. Bigger industries like pulp and
paper mills have traditionally had their own systems although they used to have some connections to the city
water works at certain stages.
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This paper has concentrated on the birth and early development of community water supply and sanitation in
Finland. The following conclusions can be made on the development:

Surface water was initially taken from nearby sources, and as these became contaminated, from farther away. The utilisation of groundwater started later, and artificial groundwater will likely be produced in the future.
Wastewaters polluted the water systems until their efficient treatment started relatively late. The industry began to protect waters later by increasing co-operation with the waterworks when the time
was ripe.
When the increase in the water consumption levelled off, the emphasis shifted to water quality.
Mistakes have been made, but lessons have also been learned.
It is better to do something than nothing.
Political will, consensus, is needed and plays a key role in problem solving. Money is also an issue,
but not the key one.
Many early decisions were path dependant. It is good to know the historical background of early water supply and sanitation systems because they still affect our available options.
In environmental matters water utilities have played, and will continue to play, a key role everywhere.

Implications
The models and knowledge that support the various solutions are to be collected both from abroad and other
facilities in Finland. The perception of the determining role of capital, even the perception of it as a precursor
in this sector, seems to be at least misleading, if not incorrect. Capital has, of course, played an important,
but not necessarily the only and central role.

Although many facilities of the works are hidden underground, we all come daily into contact with its key
products: potable water, wastewater, cleaner water bodies and easier and safer everyday life.

The growing cities of developing countries seem largely to be repeating the same patterns in building their
water supply as Finland did earlier. First, they build a water pipe to replace wells, then sewerage to replace
ditches when diseases like cholera and, especially typhoid fever, plague most of them. The excessive use of
water, the assessment, the lack of maintenance, etc. also cause problems. Only after the occurrence of these
problems are the systems built to guarantee good quality of water, and only lastly – usually after yet further
problems – a wastewater treatment plant is built.
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Examples of successful and durable solutions in water supply are nevertheless available. In this sense, water
knows no limits – neither in place nor time. It is noteworthy how similar the problems in many developing
countries are at the beginning of the 21st century compared to those faced earlier by today’s developed countries. The underlying overall factors are the same in both cases: rapid growth of cities and inadequate resources. Yet, this is not in contradiction with the fact that many water and sanitation service solutions are
tailor-made and thus depend on local conditions.

At the Johannesburg Summit countries committed themselves to halving the proportion of people lacking
access to clean water and proper sanitation by 2015. The time frame was only about a decade. Is this ambitious goal even possible? In the light of historical study it is highly possible.

Even a fairly simple protosystem is better than nothing or a bucket system. Protosystems can be upgraded
later to modern systems if there are not enough resources to build a modern system initially. Strong political
will and good water governance are, however, needed to solve these problems. Unfortunately, in the light of
statistics, the present development is not promising. But, that is a different story.

_____________________________
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Tables

Table 1.
Three Systems of Urban Water Supply, Sanitation, and Fire-fighting

B: Bucket system
Bucket based water supply & sanitation & waste management, and fire extinguishing.
No networks, bucket, well, "bucketbrigade"
These systems operates well as long density of population is low, like contryside
Great city fires,lack of water
Rapid population growth caused pressure to systems quality
->
of water was getting worse
City near crisis
Typhoid fever and unhealthy livin condititions ->
Typical:
Wells,holes in ice, surfase water, rain water
Sewage:ditch/drain
Fireprotection: gards

P: Protosystem
Goals: temporary solutions
P -> problems out of sight, out of mind, "pipe in, pipe out"
Still needeed
a) idea: something is going wrong
b) need to improve things
c) idea: water supply & sanitation is citys tasks

Typical:
surface water near city
networks, no treatment
or slow sand filtration
gravitation
combined sewage system
and wastewaters untreated to near city (lakes and rivers)
(voluntary) unprofessional fire-brigade, gards

M: Modern system
Goals: permanet solutions, no temporary solutions
Ancient city cultures, Mohenjo-Daro, Rome etc, Finland after WW I, partly after WW II

typical:
Ground water .
or filtration and treatmet
metering of water
reservoir
desinfection (chlorine)
high-pressure water supply system
management
democracy / no democracy
Separate sewage system
waste water treatment
hydrants
professional fire-brigades in garrisons
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Table 2.
City

Water

Water

Wastewater

Professional

works

source

(year)

fire-brigade tion

(year)

System

classifica-

(water works)

Helsinki

1876

river

1880

1861

Modern system

Viipuri

1892

groundwater

1873

1881

Modern system

Tampere

1882

lake

1894

1898

Protosystem

Tampere

1898

lake

Oulu

1902

river

1897

1919

Oulu

1927

river

Turku

1903

groundwater

1896

Hanko

1909

groundwater

1906

Lahti

1910

spring

1910

1911

Modern system

spring

1910

1911

Modern system

Hämeenlinn 1910

Modern system
Protosystem
Modern system
1869

Modern system
Modern system

a
Jyväskylä

1910

groundwater

1911

1922

Modern system

Mikkeli

1911

groundwater

1911

1911

Modern system

Porvoo

1913

groundwater

1894

1905

Modern system

Kotka

1914

river

1890

1898

Protosystem

Kuopio

1914

lake

1906

1913

Protosystem

Sortavala

1914

lake

1907

1913

Protosystem

Vaasa

1915

groundwater

1915

1909

Modern system

Kokkola

1917

groundwater

1923

1921

Modern system

Years of establishing the first urban water, sewage works and fire-brigades in Finland, 1876 to 1917. (Juuti
2001).
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Vuokko Kurki & Mia O’Neill

Plunge into Water
_____________________________
Abstract
Water and Society – the first in a series of Argumenta seminars — whose theme was ―Plunge into Water‖ —
was held at the University of Tampere on 24th May 2011. Most of the topics dealt with Finnish experiences
from water but some South-African and Kenyan views were also presented.

All five presentations dealt with the question of water and society. The topic was approached mainly from
the sociological and psychological points of view; the historical and political aspects were also discussed. A
view shared by all the presentations was that water is a necessity for everyone and thus its importance cannot
be ignored by society. Collaboration between different disciplines is needed when dealing with such a vital
yet complex issue as water. This series of seminars will try to do its bit to promote the multidisciplinary field
of water.
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Onward the river carrieth the boat
Professor Tuula Tamminen from the University of Tampere came to open the seminar by transmitting the
regards from the Finnish Cultural Foundation. One of the funding forms of the foundation, Argumenta emphasizes multidisciplinary conversation between researchers from different backgrounds, policy-makers and
financiers.
As a children’s psychiatrist Professor Tamminen approached the topic from a child’s perspective. When
making new innovations people need the imagination and creativeness of a child. Water wakes the child's
curiosity because water is an interesting and special element. The joy, play, pleasure and being together with
the family are also closely connected to water. The basic condition of the child's development is constant
curiosity towards the surrounding world. Curiosity is a vital property which retains the mental growth potential of a human being. The experiences received by the children at the growth stage give a human being mental capital. In the country of thousands of lakes in Finland the psychological capacity of humans is strongly
connected to water.

Water is the source of life. Children internalise the importance of water very early by experience. Thus they understand the significance of drinking and cleanness. In Finland
the situation is good with exceptionally clean
water available for everyone. Globally the
biggest cause of death is the lack of clean
water and every second a child dies of diseases and conditions caused by the lack of
clean water. Children are especially vulnerable to impurities in water as their body contains relatively more water.

Picture 1. Professor Tuula Tamminen.
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Water enables the growth, it transports individuals as well as communities physically and mentally forward,
such as the heading ―Onward the river carrieth the boat‖ indicates. We have a strong fantasy culturally from
the fact that water takes us forward. We talk about the flow of the life, among others in which there are both
rapids and quiet waters. Joining water to life and growth becomes concrete already at an early stage to us as
we start our lives by floating in the womb. The meaning of water is a resource which would be worth taking
seriously also by science.
Water also is a threat. Floods, contaminated water – as the waste water accident of Nokia showed – and
drought and lack of clean water in the developing countries are few examples of water related threats. The
threats are tied to cultural views: for instance, in Finland the children are taught to swim early, as to the parents the drowning of the children is one of the most general and most pressing fears. The culture should
transmit the managing skills to the children in own familiar conditions. Still, water is also a rescuer. Earliest
and strongest experience of a human being comes from the womb in which we are under water. On the limit
of the death the mind often returns to water. ‖ Are we fish more than we even know?‖ Our relation to water
is unique and more important than we understand.

In Finland, water is a gold mine. Water is to us so self-evident that it is difficult for us to understand the possibilities it may offer. The Finns would have many possibilities to develop water know-how; new innovations could rise limitlessly from clean water. We have fiercely high water know-how with respect to the
population. It is a unique resource which should be utilised by exporting our know-how also to the world.
Additionally, the possibilities brought by the Baltic Sea must be identified. The rehabilitation of the Baltic
Sea could be one innovation of the Finnish science. Furthermore, arctic waters and the winter element of
water support the Finnish know-how and opportunities to the innovations.

Professor Tamminen wishes that Argumenta -seminar brings new aspects and ideas from different disciplines
together. We shall see how this series of seminars will slosh and bring up new innovations.
From aqueducts to global water problems – The history of water and health
The docent of medicine Heikki Vuorinen from the University of Helsinki spoke comprehensively about the
history of water from the time of hunter-gatherers to the present day. He linked the water and the cleanness
to religions, such as Judaism and Islam. They have strong traditions related to both water and cleanliness:
water washed both mental and physical filth away.

It has been natural to the people to avoid dirty and smelling water. It was not until the times of permanent
settlement when pollution increased that wastewater issues became an issue. During the first developed civilisations (Egypt, Greece, India) the people were considered as people who appreciate and emphasise cleanli-
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ness. They had, among others, lavatories, sewers and wells in their use. However, we do not know exactly
which role water played in their societies: whether it was more for mental or physical cleanliness.

Clean water was held in high value already during the antiquity, enabling the western way of life. In those
days, approximately 200 BC – 200 AD, the precondition for urbanisation was access to clean, running and
odourless water. Instructions on boiling water before use were also given. Clean water did not aim at that
time as much at health but to luxury. The baths and fountains went ahead of household water.
The Europeans of the Christian middle ages and renaissance were ―dirty‖ people compared to the population
of the Islamite world a thousand or so years earlier. After renaissance the scholars began to speak for clean
water. The thought of running water and sewerage began to spread in the middle of the 1800's in England.
The goal was to rinse miasma, crime and all filth away with water. The precondition for the educated life
was running water, shower and toilet.

In the 1800's, the revolutionary observation on spreading of diseases through water was made. The cholera
spread into Europe in 1830 and for its part promoted the examining of the subject. John Snow showed the
spreading of diseases through water in 1854 which also promoted the concept of pathology: specific reason,
a specific consequence. Consequently, John Snow also expressed his dismay to waterborne sanitation and the
use of clean water in toilets. This view is becoming more current today as drought and lack of water are serious issues in many parts of the world. Recycling grey water and use of dry toilets can be potential solutions
to sustainable water supply and sanitation – if only the network can be modified to support such systems.

The introduction of chlorination brought a significant change in thinking. After that it has been thought that
all tap water is safe. In the 1970's it was considered that waterborne diseases are a problem only in connection with catastrophes. Only in the early 21st century did it become clear that it is not self-evident to guarantee clean drinking water anywhere. Several issues affect the quality of water also in the developed countries,
such as ageing infrastructure.

Only during the last few decades a concern has arisen on chemical impurities of water, so it would seem that
while the problems of the past are being fixed, new ones are being discovered. There is a great deal of room
for innovation in water field as the water related problems are immense: there are nearly one billion people
who lack access to clean water and 2,6 billion without access to adequate sanitation. A lot of work remains to
be done.
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Local Service Delivery Problems and Trends in South Africa’s Water Governance (1994-2010)
Professor Johann Tempelhoff from North-West University of South Africa spoke about the history and challenges of the water services and management in South Africa.

The number of the water experts in South Africa is on the decrease, the engineers and other professionals
seek their way to work abroad. The problem of water services is a big social problem and comes out, as
demonstrations and as other protests; the majority of the social dissatisfaction is caused at least partly by
water problems and sanitation problems.
The 2010 elections were so-called ‖toilet elections‖ because the question about water services had grown so
big. In the constitution of South Africa it is uniquely stated that the water and sanitation are human rights, the
people own the water. The objective was to move on to more open governance from centralised administration.

However, too quick a transition made the change in the administration more difficult, the responsibilities got
dimmer and the infrastructure was not able to support the growing urbanisation and demographic changes
inside the areas. Still the administration was able to keep its head in regard to the fact that water ownership
had an egalitarian starting point.

Picture 2. Professor Johann Tempelhoff.
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Once the municipal water administration was created, at the same time an attempt was made to mix the poor
to the same areas with wealthy ones. However, the problem was disappearance of information: the experts
who moved to the municipalities took their know-how with them and into an institutional memory remained
holes.

The egalitarian approach led to free water services and the economy of municipalities fell down. This made
the ability of municipalities to take care of its tasks more difficult and soon from the cholera epidemics was
suffered around the country.

Eventually, the problem of the administration was the lack of the systematic approach, the coordination of
responsibilities did not function in a decentralized administration. In 2010, there were still 1,6 million people
without clean water and 2 million without sanitation in South Africa.

Professor Tempelhoff sees positive the fact that the society has remained harmonious and that the recent
elections collected a big voter group which can mean a lighter future. It is still worrying that the water resources are limited and there are still problems in the allocation of water; the situation has not been solved.
In the questions of the water services the political, technical and social points are tied together and there are
no simple or easy solutions to solve them.

Challenges in Water and Sanitation Services Delivery in Kenya
Professor P.M.A. Odira from the University of Nairobi, Kenya spoke about the challenges of water and sanitation services in Kenya. He emphasised the fact that the water supply and sewerage have effects to the many
separate sectors: health, agriculture, industry and trade and social aspects such as the rights of women's and
children's. The water services will thus have a direct connection also to poverty.

Kenya dealt separately with water resources and water services until the new water law in 2002 balanced the
situation. Nowadays the water services are offered mainly by the companies established by the municipalities.

The scope of water and sanitation services is bad, even in the best cases in the urban areas the scope is only
about 65%. There are still many people in Kenya's towns and on countryside without lavatories and the
number will be on the increase alarmingly on the countryside when the structures age and weaken due to
lack of maintenance. The lack of the skilful staff is in a big role in this situation.

The second challenge is the storage capacity of water resources which has decreased per person. This has
serious consequences for the vulnerability of the water services. The variation between the floods and dryness cannot always be predicted because of a climate change and degrading catchments reduce ground water
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recharge. The lack of water also leads to numerous environmental problems such as disappearance of forests
and deterioration of ground water quality. At the level of the administration the major issue is the lack of
political will, economic resources and skilled staff.
Odira sees ‖capacity building‖ as a solution in reducing the pollution of water and recycling of the waste
water in the agriculture, industry, landscaping and households. The policy of the government is to transfer
the people away from the area of ―water towers‖ and to plant more trees. As many as hundred thousand people may have to look for a new home to themselves on the protectorates of the country.

Picture 3. The co-ordinator of the seminar Adjunct professor Petri Juuti and professor P.M.A. Odira.

Waste and wastewaters as a social problem
PhD Henry Nygård from Åbo Akademi began his lecture by posing a question to the public: What is waste?
During his presentation he considered about this question from several points of view. By changing the definition of waste, it has been possible to get rid of many problems. The waste has been a part of human life for
a long time but over time the definition of the waste has changed. According to Nygård the ―solving‖ of
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problems by changing the definition takes place continuously, especially during the EU time. For example,
goods and services can be traded between the countries but waste should not be moved over the borders.

It is interesting that the waste legislation knows only the process in which the matter becomes waste, not the
other way round. In other words the waste cannot become non-waste in a judicial mind. Waste norms and
cleaning demands always stay with material after being labelled as a waste. The most central claim of professor Nygård is that the waste problem is of the kind and size which we want it to be.

The first notes of waste management are found from Turku in the 1700's in when the most important goal
was considered to be protecting people from foul smells. In legislation of the 1800's waste meant mainly
manure. At that time regulations concerning public sanitation were posted with the purpose to protect the
public state from the odour. The first Health Act came into force in 1879 to which, however, only few regulations on waste management were included. By definition, waste was now something that caused adverse
health effects rather than something with a certain physical location. The role of doctors was emphasised.

The definition of waste is always tied up with time, place and culture. A matter or object becomes waste only
when somebody sees it as waste. It is extremely challenging to prescribe laws for such an indefinite material.

In 1927, the new health law was established, but not many things changed in terms of waste management.
The most significant change was the fact that it was now possible to municipalize waste management. When
a toilet became common in 1905 and the sewage network was developed, the definition of waste was tied up
also with its transport method. ‖Real‖ waste was transported with a horse, not pipes, and human excreta was
not considered as waste as such as it was transported by water.

New challenged were brought on in the 1960's when many new materials and chemicals were created. The
environmental questions rose to the surface in the 1970's, and also waste management was examined from
the environmental point of view. This was a new development, as earlier waste management was only a
question of public health.

The Waste Management Act of 1978 included the ecological and economic objectives of waste management.
Waste was considered as pollutant if it was not duly managed. The 70’s introduced also municipal waste
management and user charges in Finland. Until 1978, waste management was considered as a general public
health service. The doctors had the power. After the year 1978 the supervision of waste management was
transferred to the responsibility of the Ministry of the Interior (the department of environment) and from
there to the responsibility of the Ministry of the Environment that had been established later.
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The definition of waste was tied in the 1980's to the question of values. The word waste referred to an insignificant or worthless object or material that has been taken out of use. At that time the waste matters applied
mainly to towns, the problems did not exist in the countryside, as it was easy to sweep all the problems into
the hole of the own backyard.

In 1994, a new Waste Act which was edited according to the EU directives was established. The general
objective was to support the sustainable development by promoting the sustainable use of natural resources.
The focus switched from the handling of produced waste to the prevention of waste. The definition of waste
was now as follows: ―By waste it is referred to material or object which its holder has removed or intends to
remove out of use or it is obliged to take out of use.‖ Professor Nygård wonders what this tells about our
society when the words ―insignificant‖ and ―worthless‖ have been removed away from the definition. Now
even valuable objects can be considered as waste if thrown away. The definition of waste reflects the value
concepts of the times.

Nowadays the business thinking has lifted its head also in the waste field. One indeed can ask: who does
have a right to waste? Nowadays the municipalities and the state operate above all as instructors instead of
active actors in the area of waste management. With some administrative measures the problem can be
moved to another side of the line. For example, according to the new act, which will be established in 2012,
the waste from an industrial process is not necessarily waste, but rather a by-product.

Despite all the changes, the key issue in definitions of waste has been and still is the rejection process. Waste
management has evolved from tackling the practical problems and aesthetics, through protection of health
and the environment, to market oriented aspects. Legislation changes through times as socio-cultural aspects
mould attitudes and eventually the societal values. What will be next definition of waste and who will define
it – it is difficult to predict.

Conclusions
Water indeed touches each and every one of us. Humans have always built their settlements near fresh water
and have devised methods to find water in drier regions of the world. Water has shaped our culture and is an
important part of our cultural and social development. Our life begins in water, and in some cultures that is
where life also ends.

Humans have always attempted to improve their living conditions by innovating, discovering and randomly
experimenting. Often development has been beneficial, although sometimes it has been necessary to revert
back to the old ways.
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The need for development and advancement was made clear by the presentations of the first seminar of the
Argumenta series, Water and Society. The development of legislation, the invention of sewerage and piped
water supply, and identification of future challenges were all discussed in the presentations. It is indeed necessary to discuss these matters and to make them known. But it is also necessary to tackle the challenges and
to develop. We need to recognise the difference between going with the flow and creating one’s own wave.
The contribution of the Argumenta seminars to water know-how and whether the multidisciplinary approach
will eventually bear fruit remain to be seen.

_____________________________
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International Environmental History Group (IEHG)
Finland is often called as the land of a thousand lakes; in fact there are some 180,000. Therefore, we are very
proud of our natural heritage and we do live close to water and nature. The home town of IEHG is Tampere,
which has a long history of pulp, paper and textile industries. Despite of her smoky past and dozens of
downtown chimneys, today, our city is a dynamic centre of education, research and business, aiming to a
sustainable future.

The IEH Group was set up on a chilly winter afternoon in early 2001. Their aim to research and promote
different subdisciplines of environmental history. Dr. Petri S. Juuti is the head of the IEHG. The home
university of IEHG is University of Tampere, School of Social Sciences and Humanities.

At the moment, Petri Juuti, Agata Depka, Harri Mäki, Riikka Rajala, Vuokko Kurki, and Viktor Pál are the
members of IEHG. Their aim to research and promote different subdisciplines of environmental history.

Our latest publication is Ympäristöhistoria Finnish Journal of Environmental History (YFJEH).

Ympäristöhistoria Finnish Journal of Environmental History (YFJEH) is a new peer referee journal,
published in the Internet by IEHG. YFJEH brings together scientists and practitioners from a wide scope of
disciplines to examine relationships between the environment and human actions over time from the history
to the future(s). Our languages are Finnish and English.

YFJEH provides a forum for peer-reviewed research in the field of environmental history. We welcome
articles especially focusing to Finland but also other articles are welcomed in Finnish and in English.

More our activities:
http://www.uta.fi/yky/tutkimus/historia/projektit/iehg/index.html
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Vesihuoltopalveluiden tutkijaryhmä (CADWES)
Tampereen teknillisellä yliopistolla on runsaat 10 vuotta vaikuttanut vesihuoltopalveluiden kehityksen ja
kehittämisen tutkijaryhmä CADWES – Capacity Building of Water and Environmental Services.

Visio: Ryhmän visiona on olla merkittävä kansainvälinen vesihuoltopalvelujen kehittäjä ja vaikuttaja.
Missio: Ryhmän toiminta-ajatuksena on tuottaa moni- ja poikkitieteelliseen tutkimukseen perustavaa ja
käyttökelpoista tietoa vesihuoltopalveluiden ja vesivarojen kestävän käytön institutionaalisesta kehityksestä
ja kehittämisestä sen laajassa merkityksessä: organisaatiot, hallinto, lainsäädäntö, toimintapolitiikka niihin
kuuluvine virallisine ja epävirallisine sääntöineen.
Lähestymistapa: Ryhmän lähestymistapaa voidaan kuvata motolla ”Science for water services – tutkittua
tietoa vesihuoltopalveluiden kehittämisen pohjaksi”. Tai vaihtoehtoisesti käsitteellä ”prakateeminen
tutkimus” – ajatus, että tieteellinen tutkimus ja käytännöllinen toiminta pitäisi eri tavoin saada lähemmäksi
toisiaan.

CADWES-ryhmän jäsenillä on kotimaan vesihuollon ohella kansainvälistä kokemusta lähes 100
henkilötyövuotta kehitysmaista, siirtymätalouksista, Suomen lähialueilta, Euroopasta ja Yhdysvalloista.
CADWES tekee yhteistyötä kansainvälisten ja kotimaisten ryhmien kanssa. Näistä mainittakoon Tampereen
yliopiston kansainvälinen ympäristöhistorian ryhmä IEHG, jonka kanssa on toteutettu useita hankkeita sekä
useat yliopistot itäisessä ja eteläisessä Afrikassa.

Keskeisiä vesihuoltopalveluiden tutkimusteemoja ovat: pitkän aikavälin kehitys ja kehittäminen, strateginen
ajattelu ja suunnittelu, ylikunnallisen yhteistyön vaihtoehdot, julkisen ja yksityisen sektorin yhteistyö, tiedon
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ja tietämyksen hallinta, pääomahallinta ja hinnoittelu, eri osapuolille parhainten soveltuvat roolit, hajaasutusalueiden järjestelmien hallinnointi ja vesipalvelut köyhyyden lieventäjänä.
Capacity Building of Water and Environmental Services (CADWES) – Research team on Water
Services

The Capacity Building of Water and Environmental Services (CADWES) research team based at Tampere
University of Technology (TUT) has been active for more than a decade.

Vision: CADWES has defined its vision to become an internationally recognised research group.
Mission: The mission of CADWES is to produce usable knowledge, based on trans-disciplinary research on
the evolution and development of sustainable use of water services and water resources in the wider
institutional context of organisations, management, legislation and policy including formal and informal
institutions.
Values: The team wishes to promote the following values: Global responsibility, Problem orientation,
Innovativeness, Social effectiveness, Interaction, Multi- and trans-disciplinarity, Openness and
encouragement, Importance of history and futures, Equity and equality.
Research approaches: The CADWES team argues that the bias in favour of a positivistic approach and
natural sciences in water research results in inadequate answers to wider water governance challenges and
institutional and management issues. Water research should be expanded to include diverse multi-, pluri-,
cross-, and inter- disciplinary approaches in cooperation projects, while individuals could be encouraged to
seek trans-disciplinary competence. Indeed, there is increasing worldwide interest to find alternative ways
for improving urban and rural water systems and services and their governance. In addition to technology,
we need to study institutional, management and policy issues.

The current research themes deal with regionalisation, operational improvements, pricing, asset management,
rehabilitation, aging infrastructure, aging workforce and tacit knowledge management, small systems
management, public-private collaboration, leadership and stewardship, more transparent decision-making
and significance of water. The team covers e.g. engineering sciences, economics, history research and futures
research and is also open to other disciplines.

Contacts:
Adjunct Professor Tapio S. Katko, CADWES team
Tampere University of Technology
tapio.katko@tut.fi; www.cadwes.org
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Ympäristöhistoria Finnish Journal of Environmental History (YFJEH)
_____________________________
ISSN-L 1799-6953
ISSN 1799-6953
Ympäristöhistoria Finnish Journal of Environmental History (YFJEH) is a new peer referee journal,
published in the Internet by IEHG. YFJEH brings together scientists and practitioners from a wide scope of
disciplines to examine relationships between the environment and human actions over time from the history
to the future(s). Our languages are Finnish and English.
YFJEH provides a forum for peer-reviewed research in the field of environmental history. We welcome
articles especially focusing to Finland but also other articles are welcomed in Finnish and in English.
Contacts:
Home page: www.uta.fi/finnishenvironmentalhistory
email: YFJEHjournal@gmail.com

Editors:
Dr.Petri S. Juuti (editor-in-chief)
Dr.Tapio S. Katko
Dr.Riikka P.Rajala
Editorial Board
Dr Carol Fort (Flinders University Australia)
Professor Johannes Haarhoff (University of Johannesburg, South Africa)
Professor Timo Myllyntaus (University of Turku, Finland)
Dr Ezekiel Nyangeri (University of Nairobi, Kenya)
Dr Harri Mäki (IEHG, Finland)
Professor Johann Tempelhoff (North-West University, South Africa)
Adjunct Professor Heikki Vuorinen (University of Helsinki, Finland)
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Submissions
Submission of a manuscript: only papers that have not been published before are welcomed. Please note that
publication should has been approved by all co-authors. The publisher will not be held legally responsible
should there be any claims for compensation.
Permissions
Authors are responsible for obtaining permission from the copyright owner(s) to figures, tables, or text
passages that have already been published elsewhere. Permissions must be included to the relevant place
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originate from the authors.
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Submission by email
Authors should submit their manuscripts by email to address YFJEHjournal@gmail.com.
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Vesi ja yhdyskuntien kehitys — seminaarit
Vesi ja yhdyskuntien kehitys -sarjan kuuden seminaarin teemat ja
päivämäärät:
1. ”Loikkaus veteen” 24.5.2011 TAY
2. ”Vesi — maailman tärkein aine” 19.8.2011 TTY
3. ”Vesihuollon haasteet kaupungeissa” 16.12.2011 TAY
4. ”Vesiosaaminen ja –hallinta” 17.2.2012 TTY
5. ”Halpa vesi vai hyvä palvelu?” 11.5.2012 TAY
6. ”Vesimyytit ja faktat” 21.9.2012 TAY
Tilaisuudet ovat kaikille avoimia ja maksuttomia.
_____________________________
Seminaarisarjan kolmas seminaari "Vesihuollon haasteet kaupungeissa"

16.12.2011 9.30-17
Tampereen yliopisto, Pinni B, sali B1097.

Tilaisuudessa esiintyvät muun muassa HS-Veden toimitusjohtaja Timo Heinonen, dosentti Jarmo Hukka
(aihe:"Vesihuollon painajainen - Afrikan kaupungit), prof. emeritus Reijo Heinonen (aihe: Vesi ihmiskunnan yhteenkuuluvuuden moraalinen peruskysymys) ja FT Harri Mäki (aihe: Kaupungininsinöörit
Etelä-Afrikassa 1800-luvulla).
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FIRST ANNOUNCEMENT
4th International Dry Toilet Conference

Main Theme: Drivers for ecological dry
toilets in urban and rural areas

22–25 AUGUST 2012
University of Tampere, Finland

A PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOP

on safe and sustainable sanitation will be
organized at Tampere University of Technology (person in charge professor Tuula Tuhkanen,
tuula.tuhkanen@tut.fi).

ABSTRACT submission deadline is 15 January 2012. The official language of the
conference is English.
AN EXHIBITION will be held during the conference on 23 – 24 August 2012. Free entrance.

CONTACTS FOR THE SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMME, ABSTRACTS AND EXHIBITION
Global Dry Toilet Association of Finland
Kauppakatu 11 C, 2nd floor
FI-33200 Tampere, FINLAND
E-mail: secretary2012@drytoilet.org
Tel: +358 45 875 3597 (Mrs Erja Takala)
Skype: Dry_Toilet_Secretary
www.drytoilet.org
Facebook: Global Dry Toilet Association of Finland

CONTACTS FOR GENERAL INFORMATION, REGISTRATION
AND PAYMENT
TAVI Congress Bureau
Papinkatu 21
FI-33200 Tampere, FINLAND
Tel: +358 3 233 0430 (Ms Annikka Lampo)
Fax: +358 3 233 0444
E-mail: drytoilet@tavicon.fi

Global Dry Toilet Association of Finland | www.drytoilet.org/dt2012

